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Controlling Research and Development
Expenditures to Profitability
by F. GUY MELANSON
Divisional Manager, Area Accounting, Sylvania Electric Products, Inc., Salem, Massachusetts

Outlays for the several types of research and development costs are
strongly but not rigidly controlled as a result of the classifications,
proposals, costing, and reports described in this article. The author
points out at the start that control begins tvith project planning. One
key report illustrates a monthly budget request reflecting the status of
the existing projects.

how much should be spent on research.
I Either you spend too little forto decide
research and your product is years out of date
T IS EXT RE ME LY DI FFICULT

or you spend too much and it is years from production. Statistics as to research expenditures by industry by size of company or in relation to sales, etc.,
while interesting, cannot be relied upon as a guide. Lack of uniformity in
classification of accounts and accounting of costs limit the value of the reports.
Further, in each case, it is necessary to keep in mind that each dollar spent for
research today ought to result in the need for at least five dollars of capital
expenditures five to ten years from now. There is no need to develop products
or processes for which there will not be sufficient capital. The important considerations are, in general, what the company feels it can afford, what it can
obtain in facilities, and personnel, and what funds will be available for future
capital requirements. Then enough should be spent within these limits, to research and develop projects that indicate potential profitability related to the
company's overall objectives.
AUGUST, 1937
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Control Starts With Planning
Controls are appropriate measures to ensure that these objectives are met.
The function of control is to keep the ship on its course. It does not imply restraint or limitation. On the contrary, controls measure the relationship of
technical effectiveness to profit objectives. They allow management to divert
funds into the most productive channels. Although controls are perhaps needed
more and are more difficult to apply to research and development than to any
other phase of business, they can be made to work. Many corporations which
have long had the best of financial control devices are now slowly moving
such controls into this field. Success is generally in direct proportion to the interest of management in the research and development program.
The most effective control of these costs is the planning which goes into each
project before it is authorized. Both technical and economic factors must be
evaluated. To reduce the average five -to- ten -year time lag from test tube to cash
register, it is imperative that we rigorously analyze even the most promising
leads in terms of cost, marketability, timeliness and practicability, and reappraise
the potential new product at every stage of development. Generally, the chief
engineer coordinates all research and development programs. He must consider,
in addition to technical factors, all available resources, fields of manpower
training, sales channels and manufacturing organization. It must be determined
whether company acquisition, product acquisition or product development or
a combination of all three is the best channel for the company's growth. There
must be a clear understanding of the objective of each project and communication of the objective to the project engineer.
A thorough analysis of available personnel must be made before assigning
a project engineer, for he must have the necessary technical skill. A man given
the responsibility of managing a research project may have various incentives
to do it well. He may be aiming at a promotion, recognition from his associates, or a sense of accomplishment. These incentives will work, however, only
when the individual is clearly identified as being the one responsible for the
success or failure of the project. Clearly assigned responsibilities may not make
a dull tool cut clean, but will certainly make a sharp tool cut faster. Size of
staff should be watched also. Research and development costs are definitely related to the number of people on the payroll. It should require the approval
of the chief engineer before any research section or department may increase
its personnel.
1510
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Stages and Kinds of Research Projects
There are definite stages of research and development and activity classifications which must be established for programming and control. These must
provide a logical segregation of the evolution of a research project from the
purely exploratory stage to pilot production. To meet this need, the programming and reporting system should provide for the classification of expenditures,
both long and short term into:
I. Exploratory
2. Design and Development

3. Prove -out
4. Manufacturing engineering

The exploratory stage of engineering development includes initial approaches to the solution of a specific product, process or production problem in
which the technical state of the art and alternative solutions are studied and
in which experimental, factual and theoretical investigations are conducted, all
with the objective of establishing one or more tentative solutions to the problem. Initial development work for reducing solution to practice and in support of preliminary analysis of commercial potential is included.
Design and development, as a stage of engineering development, has as an
objective either the application of known technical principles in a known manner to arrive at a precise solution to an engineering problem (design engineering) or the development of a process, product or machine which has resulted
from exploratory research effort within the company or which is being adapted
from sources outside the company, with further objective of establishing
manufacturing specifications and arriving at a sound analysis of commercial
potential.
Prove out has as an objective the advancement of a product, process or machine
to the point at which a salable product is achieved and defined in specifications.
Estimated cost of product and requirements for initial production should be
completed in this phase.
The objective of the manufacturing engineering stage of development is to
advance the product, process or machine to the point at which a profitable
manufacturing operation is established producing quality items acceptable to the
trade and compatible with the appropriate volume manufacturing process.
The foregoing stages of research and development activity apply to all of the
following types of projects:
I. Basic research
4. Cost reduction
2. New products
5. Equipment development
3. Product improvement
6. Factory assistance
7. Field Commercial Engineering
AUGUST, 1957
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Basic research is the investigation of scientific phenomena in fields of interest
to the company, with the objective of discovering facts or principles likely to
prove of value to the company. Technical investigations of a basic scientific
nature but having as an objective the discovery of information needed to solve
specific product, process or production problems are excluded from this
category.
New products research is represented by engineering development activity
having the objective of the addition of a new product line to the company's
product mix. The routine addition of products having different characteristics,
ratings or size to an existing product line is excluded.
Product improvement has the objective of improved quality in product items
and in product lines, changes in design to meet competition technically, annual
revision of product lines, the addition of product items to a given product line,
or the improvement of materials, whether for sale to outsiders or for internal
consumption. Preparatory activity relating to existing product lines is included.
Cost reduction includes the engineering of lower costs of items in the product line by substitution of cheaper or reduced quantities of materials, by simplification or substitution of designs, by elimination of parts, by reduction of
direct labor costs, by reduction of processing time, etc. Manufacturing equipment development is excluded. (Where product improvement and more economical product design are equal objectives of an applied research project, the
costs should be assigned to this category.)
Development of manufacturing equipment and test equipment is a special
category. It includes the design of new production equipment, including preliminary analysis of tooling, jigging and motions followed by fabrication of
experimental models, prototype machine development and pilot prototype operation prior to acceptance by factory. "Automation" of automatic assembly lines
is included in this category. The capitalized cost of equipment supplied to
production is excluded.
Factory assistance includes service work requested by operating plants on
established manufacturing lines.
Field and commercial engineering is liaison work between the field and manufacturing. This includes preparation of technical information, lectures and /or
instructions to plant engineers, maintenance people, etc. Handling of customer
and quality complaints are also included.
1512
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EXHIBIT 1

Evaluation of Projects
The New Project Authorization Request (Exhibit 1) illustrates a typical
analysis worksheet used to approve new projects. Some projects are short term.
Others are long term and are spread over several years. Some require but little
capital outlay while others involve heavy expenditures for fixed assets and
working capital. Some projects do not involve any major changes in operations while others represent improvements to present operations. In any event,
the project authorization request can handle the recording of all pertinent data.
The form is largely self - explanatory. Return on investment and estimated savings or earnings are entered under "future profit possibilities ". Phase and dates
are the target dates for completion of each stage of the project. Labor hours
are extended by a dollar factor which includes both labor and overhead. Separate rates including overhead are used for each section or department. Expense
items are direct charges only (other than labor).
Before presenting the completed form, the project engineer usually prepares
a detailed program in narrative form. Further, before the request is sent to
top management, the financial aspects of the project are studied by the controller's department. Eventually all new major project requests should be passed
AU G U S T , 1 9 5 7
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along for review of and approval by representatives of engineering, manufacturing,
finance and sales departments as well as by
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be understood, however, that cost controls
of the research and development program
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cannot be accomplished solely b a budget or comparison of actual expenditures with it. Although this inf rmation will indicate the dollar progress of
the project and provide a
only one management aid.
nor measure its soundness.
unnecessary costs lies with

warni g signal on expenditures of a project, it is
It cannot indicate the real progress of the project,
The' primary responsibility for the prevention of
the c4f engineer.
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EXHIBIT 3

A Monthly Budget Request (9xhibit 2) is prepared by each project engineer.
This includes a forecast of accomplishment, as well as funds needed. Making this
procedure�a�monthly�one�requir� s�an�engineer�to�be�right�on�top�of�all�aspects
of his project. He runs it just like a separate business all his own. He is required�to�forecast�the�various�st� ps�to�be�taken�and�establishes�a�time�table�for
himself. This also requires a dollar forecast of expenditures and how the funds
are to be spent. Our engineers take a great deal of pride in their project accomplishment, not only in the technical aspects but in the ability to forecast actual
expenditures, live within a budget, and carry the project to its final goal of an
acceptable profit on investment. This generates a psychological cost consciousness which, in itself, is a major control factor.
Annually, a revision of each project authorization request (Exhibit 3) is
prepared as part of the annual (research and development budget. To evaluate
expenditures on projects extending beyond one year, the current program must
AUGUST, 1957
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be analyzed in perspective with longer range plans. The approach here is to
program for the long -run on a three year basis and for the immediate future
on a one -year basis. This allows a project which may extend over a span of
several years to become an integral part of the annual budget and provides
top management with a detailed insight, at least annually, into each project. It
also permits a reconciliation of current projects with the company's available
funds for the following year. This may well indicate a number of projects in
excess of the company's research and development budget. This causes a reevaluation of projects. Some may be eliminated or deferred. The yardstick as
to which to delay should be profit potential. The company thus can direct its
research and development efforts toward the attainment of the largest profit
return on investment.
Accumulation and Reporting of Costs
The basis for project cost analysis and control is an Engineer's Weekly Progress Report (Exhibit 4). This is prepared by all research and development
ENGINEER'S WEEKLY PROGRESS REPORT
DEPARTMENT
PROJECT TI TLE

NAME
PROP
N0.

W EEK ENDING
SAT.

MON.

MATERI ALS

TUES

WED.

I N- .

AND SERVICES OVER $10 REO.

1W .

v0UR3
EEK

HOURS
MONTN

COST
FOR MONTH

THIS WEEK
MACHINE SMOP

ELECTRICIAN

MILLW RIGHT
I

PROGRESS THIS WEEK .

SC HEDULE NEXT

WEEK

EXHIBIT 4

employees except overhead personnel. Every employee is required to account
for forty hours a week, including the listing of holidays, absences, etc. Overtime hours are recorded showing the hours worked plus premium time. All
weekly progress reports are reviewed to make certain that total hours recorded
equal hours worked. Tabulating equipment extends each employee's hours
worked by a labor rate. Other direct charges, such as material purchases, supplies drawn from central stockrooms, charges for work done by our machine
shop, test and measurement section, carpenters or other departments, travel, etc.,
are charged directly to the project, when practical. All other costs are applied
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to projects as overhead on a basis of time as part of the labor rate. There is in
effect a current department overhead rate computed each month for each of our
research and development departments. This rate includes supervision, administration, occupancy charges (space rental, depreciation, heat, light, etc.), charges
by other service groups, and any other miscellaneous charges not allocated directly to projects. The tabulating department issues the research and development cost department a monthly run of labor hours and cost, direct charges
and overhead items by project within each research and development department. This provides the basis for an adjusted current month departmental
overhead rate. A final run, using this new overhead rate, lists the current month
accumulated costs by project within each department. This provides the basis
for all subsequent reports. The use of tabulating equipment provides an ideal
method of accumulating and reporting of costs by project, department, product
line, activity classification, stage of development, or by any other category within
the limits of the coding system.
As new products are approved, the research and development cost department is the only source of new project numbers. This assures over -all company
uniformity and adds a valuable measure of control. A project numbering system must be flexible enough to facilitate classification sufficient to obtain all the
desired analytical breakdowns required. A five -digit number may be used. In
PROJECT

COS TS- BUDGET

VS

ACTUAL

YE AR
-

MON TH
P r o j e c t No.

Ti t l e

Bu dget

Ac t u a l

D E P A R T M E N T S

Pro du ct Line

EXHIBIT 5

charging costs to a given project, the first digit represents the department doing
the work, the second digit the product line, third digit- activity classification, the
fourth digit the specific projects within each product line and activity classification, and the fifth digit the stage of development.
A monthly report is prepared comparing budget versus actual expenditures
by project and by department, as shown in Exhibit 5. This report indicates
AU G U S T , 1 9 5 7
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EXHIBIT 6

total cost as well as an analysis of that cost by department performing the work
and the individual projects worked on in each department. By comparing the
total cost with the budget for the month and year -to -date, the chief engineer
can readily see if he is within the limits of his budget. If there is a trend
toward exceeding his budget, he can determine where the funds are being spent
by project. Through a review of this report he can evaluate his position relative to his over -all objectives. This report becomes the basis for review by
management and acts as a yardstick in approving the following month's budget
request. At this review, the department head and the chief engineer, by comparing last month's budget request, the budget versus actual expenditures and
the next month's budget request, have at their fingertips a complete summary
picture of progress, both by accomplishment and by dollars spent.
Another monthly summary report, Engineering Expenses, shown in Exhibit 6
compares research and development expenditures by avenue of expense. This
serves as an aid toward controlling expense items by major category. Each
department head receives a monthly tabulating report comparing his budget with
actual by avenues of expense. This provides a basis for the department head to
control his overhead. A monthly summary of research and development effort
is prepared, which is consolidated quarterly and annually on a company -wide
basis (Exhibits 7 and 8). This summary indicates the balance between supporting existing products and the development of new products. Annually a com1518
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Total

parison of actual to budget is prepared. Submitted with this is summary narrative data corresponding to the program and project items. The narratives
provide supporting information in terms of objectives, anticipated timing of
accomplishments, sales potentials, profit, and return on investment estimates
where applicable. The narratives, while concise, identify as directly as possible
the contributions of each project to operating profit objectives. There is also
a quarterly and annual comparison made by division of research and development costs as a per cent of sales dollars. This is a further guide toward keeping the company's over -all research and development effort in proper balance.
What The System Does
This report system is designed to provide an over -all control of research and
development expenditures. It gives both management and technical personnel
the necessary tools to program, analyze and control research and development
activities as a part of a co- ordinated company plan for growth and increased
profit- ability.
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Accounting for A Company Technical Center
by ELLSWORTH SHERMAN
Accounting Supervisor, Owens - Illinois Technical Center, Toledo, Ohio

Recounted here are the more important features of an accounting
and reporting procedure for centrally organized research activities
of a large company in the glass industry. The description reflects a
centralization which does not obliterate divisional lines for the aclivities and results in project control services for each.

its position as a leader in the glass industry, the
A Owens - Illinois Glass Company
brought its Technical Center into being. This
S O N E M E A N S O F K EE P I N G

is one of the most advanced facilities of its kind and capable of carrying projects through every stage of development— drafting board, laboratory, pilot plant,
and even to tests under conditions duplicating commercial production. Pilot
plant facilities are unequalled elsewhere in the glass industry. Two twenty -five ton
glass melting furnaces operating around the clock, feed experimental forming
machines.
In the ten -year period from 1946 thru 1955, our expenditures for research
and development and operating engineering have doubled and, for the years
1954 and 1955 have amounted to approximately nine million dollars or 2.6 percent of net sales. Growth of research outlay is illustrated in Exhibit 1. With
this amount of money being spent on research and engineering, adequate costs
must be maintained in order to know whether or not we are getting a fair return on our research investment. The capital investment to construct and equip

EXHIBIT 1
AU G U S T , 1 9 5 7
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a center like ours is substantial. In addition, the nature of the work being performed requires substantial investments in inventories of normal and specialized
stores, machine parts and materials. Adequate and thorough costs must be maintained on our furnaces and forming machines, as we not only strive to make
better and newer products but also to produce them more economically.
Organization of Research Activities
The Owens - Illinois Technical Center is staffed with approximately 650 engineers, scientists, technicians and supporting personnel. It is organized into six
separate and distinct departments. The names and functions of these departments
are:
Building administration— Headed by the business manager and furnishes the
services over -all, including building facilities and equipment, accounting, purchasing, personnel, library, pilot plant, machine shop and maintenance.
General research— Headed by the director of research and charged with responsibilities for research on materials, research on processes and development of
new products and processes for making them.
Administrative engineering— Administered by the director of engineering of the
company. It has responsibilities for all new building construction and revisions
to existing structures, all system installations and revisions, furnace design for
various operating divisions, co- ordination of development and engineering conducted by the divisional engineering groups and development of new processes
for manufacture of our present products.
Glass container engineering —The chief engineer of the glass container division

directs this department. Its work thus relates to the largest department in the
company, the main products of which are glass containers and corrugated
shipping cartons. This engineering department has responsibilities for all operating engineering for the division other than that pertaining to new facilities and
to furnace design, all development work concerned with the improvement of
present manufacturing processes and a limited amount of development of new
processes for making present products or new products.
Kimble engineering —Again this unit is devoted to the tasks of a particular part
of the company. It is headed by the technical director of Kimble Glass Company,
a wholly -owned subsidiary which manufactures television bulbs, electronic glassware, glass tubing and rod, scientific ware, ampules, vials, glass block and
communication insulators. Responsibilities are similar to those of the Glass
Container Engineering groups.
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engineering —This unit of the technical center is concerned with the
Libbey Division which produces glass tumblers, stemware, and other table ware.
The department is headed by the divisional chief engineer. Responsibilities are
those similar to the glass container and Kimble engineering groups. (The engineering departments for certain other divisions —the Pacific Coast Division—
National Container Division, Closure and Plastics Division and Kaylo Division
—have not been brought into the Technical Center.)
Our company recognizes two types of activities. There is research and development. There is also operating engineering. Research on materials, processes, and products, and application of the findings to the development of new
or improved products or processes are classified as research and development.
Technical activities concerned with the construction or expansion of facilities,
maintenance practices, engineering specifications for equipment and operating
procedures for equipment are necessary operations in the manufacture and sale of
our present products and are classified as operating engineering. The accounting
department must continuously strive to keep our cost and project cost reports on
these activities from becoming too voluminous. This paper will not attempt to
cover all of the accounting functions and problems. It will direct attention to
control and recording of project costs and the issuing of the project cost reports for the various engineering departments.

Libbey

Frame -work of Research and Development Cost Control
The control of project costs is an essential endeavor — research dollars which
seem very important to the scientist or engineer may be financially unwise for
the company. With a good cost control on research dollars, such as we have in
Owens - Illinois, projects are reviewed at certain cost levels to determine whether
they should be carried on further, halted temporarily, or permanently discontinued. The chief engineer of each division, the director of engineering and the
director of research each has the authority to authorize research and development projects up to a limit of $5,000. Projects which will require an expenditure in excess of $5,000 but not more than $25,000 must be presented to the
research committee for the particular division. Once this committee has approved a project, periodic progress reports must be submitted until it is completed or abandoned. The committee has authority to order dropping of the
project at any time. The committee is comprised of the divisional general manager, general factories manager, sales manager, divisional chief engineer, the
company director of engineering, the director of research, the vice - president in
charge of engineering and research, and any other key people designated by the
A U G U S T , 1957
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EXPENDITURE APPROVAL CHART

Over $25,000

$25,000

$ 5,000

EXECUTIVE RESEARCH
COMMITTEE

I

DNISIONAI.
RESEARCH CCHMITTEES

1

Chairman of the Board of the Company
Pr es ident of the Company
Vice - President -- Engineering 6 Research
D i vi s i o n a l General Managers
D i vi s i o n a l General Manager
Chief Engi neer of D i vi s i o n
D i r e c t or of Engi neer i ng
D i r e c t or of Research
Vice - President -- Engineering 6 Research
Designated Key People

CHIEF
ENGINEERS

EXHIBIT 2

divisional general manager. However, any project the estimated cost of which
exceeds $25,000 or any project which attains that expenditure must be presented
to the executive research committee for approval. Exhibit 2 expresses approval
relationships and limits. This committee is headed by the chairman of the
board of the company and includes the president, the vice - president for engineering and research, and the general managers of all the operating divisions. It
meets quarterly and receives quarterly progress reports on all major development
projects. It has the authority to order discontinuance of any such projects at any
time.
On our accounting staff, we have a project accountant who controls and coordinates all work in connection with the project records and the preparation of
the project cost reports. There is available clerical help on various phases of
this work. In order to properly control the task we have broken it down into
five general phases with a detailed checkoff sheet for each phase. These five
general phases are as follows:
I. Staff Labor and Ove rhead Distribution
— Al l
engineers, except department
heads, maintain a monthly labor distribution car d. At the end of each month,
these cards are turned int o t he accounting department where the project numbers charged are checked and the hours
are recapitulated for each project. The
labor and overhead rates ar e applied to
these hours and the labor and overhead
is then posted to the project ledger
sheets.
2. Posting of ebarges otber than staff labor
13 2 4

and overhead —This would include the
posting of charges to the general ledger
control and to the projects from the
various sources of original entry, such as
invoice registers, frei ght registers, pet ty
cash reports, stores distribution, journals,
fixed charges, and the machine shop and
maintenance labor and overhead distribution.
Preventive Maintenance —The maintaining of the engineering cost records
up -to -date to facilitate the tie -in of cost
records and the issuing of cost reports
N.A.A.
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we refer to as preventive maintenance.
This includes such things as making adjustments and corrections of project
charges, check into questionable charge
numbers at the time charges are processed, process records for projects reclassified, record changes received from
divisional research committees and the
executive research committee, and pre type project cost reports.
4. Objective—This is the tie -in of the
cost records and the issuing of the

project cost reports. It includes such
things as the tie -in of general ledger
control accounts, transfer of shop orders
to phases, transfer of phases to basic
projects, tie -in of basic projects to controls, typing of the project cost reports
from the basic project control books.
run -off, assembly and distribution of the
reports.
5. Cleary -up—This includes the billing of
cost on certain projects and the issuing
of supplemental reports.

We have approximately 2000 current projects open on the books at all times.
To publish monthly cost reports showing the cost status of each project would be
a tremendous typing job, as it would mean publishing project cost reports
totaling approximately 195 pages. If a report of this size were published it
would be issued so late in the month that many of the purposes it is intended
to serve would be defeated. Reports of this size are more confusing than they
are informative. To maneuver this situation, the accounting department worked
with the administrative assistants of each division. We have set our project records up in three categories: main or basic project, phases of the basic project,
and shop orders which are a further breakdown of a particular phase. An example would be as follows:
SHOP ORDERS

BASI C PROJECT
1784

22" Rectangular solder glass seal

501

Gauge to measure vertical distance
from the plane of the mask support
lugs to the face contour.

502

Gauge to check the distance from the
ground to the plane of the mask support lugs.

503

Gauge to
notches.

color television bulb.
Phases
1784 -1 Molds
1784 -2 Funnel forming
1784 -3 Face forming
1784 -4 Buttoning
1784 -5 Jig design and construction
1784 -6 Gauges
1784 -7 Glass design and specification

check the

location

of

In the above example, after all the costs for the month have been posted, the
costs for Shop Orders 501, 502, 503 are dosed out to phase 1784 -6. The next
step would be to total the costs of the phases. They, in turn, would be closed
out to the Project No. 1784.
Cost Accumulation and Reporting
A Project Cost Accumulation sheet, column headings of which are shown in
Exhibit 3, is set up for each basic project, phase of a basic project, and shop
order. The basic projects are kept in a project ledger book in the same order
that they will appear on our project cost report. The phases and shop orders
AU G U ST , 1 9 5 7
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PROJECT COST ACCUMULATION

a
Reference

Mat e ri al

Labor

OH

Reference

Material

Labor

OH
1956
?t o.

Curre nt
Month

Year to Cos t to Anit.
U -O
Date
Date
Approp. Expe nde d

EXHIBIT 3

z

ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT MON THLY P ROJE CT R E P OR T
Project Number

DE SC RI PT I ON

FC

Date
Op en ed

I

C
h

z

y

to

EXHIBIT 4

Current
Month

I

Y e ar to D ate

Amount Approp.

U nde r -Ove r

are kept in separate ledgers in numerical order. On the left half and back of
this form, appropriate columns are provided for making postings from original
sources of entry, such as invoice registers, freight registers, petty cash reports,
journals, and labor and overhead distribution. The block in the upper right
hand corner corresponds exactly with the cost columns on our project cost
report. After closing, when the typists are typing in the cost figures, they need
only look at the cost block for each project and type the figures appearing in
the block. Also, on this form, we have provided blocks for all pertinent information pertaining to the project.
Our biggest problem on reports has been the project cost reports which are
published for each of the five engineering departments. The accounting department's goal from the beginning has been to publish project cost reports which
are concise but still give management and the people who are concerned with
engineering costs the information they need to successfully guide and oversee
the engineering activities for which they are responsible. Before the technical
center came into being on January 1, 1955, each of these engineering departments, except for the building administration department, were in existence at
various locations and there was practically no co- ordination or similarity among
their project cost reports. One of the foremost problems was to draw up a
standard project cost report.
The monthly project cost reports which we now publish include the basic
projects only. By including only these, we have cut the projects reported on
from approximately 2000 to 600 and have decreased the length of our reports,
correspondingly, from 195 to 65 pages. We believe we publish concise project cost reports which are useful to management and to most people concerned. All of the previous detail is still available in a very well organized set of
books for each engineering department.
All divisions and subsidiaries of Owens - Illinois are very much concerned
with the engineering expense incurred for their particular division or subsidiary,
as it has a direct bearing on their profit and loss picture. Our project cost reports are organized in such a manner that each division and subsidiary is able
to allocate its engineering cost by product lines and by plant. Therefore, it is of
utmost importance in opening a new project to see that it is properly classified
as to operating or research and development, functional classification and product or group classification. Otherwise reclassification will be necessary at a later
date.
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Accounting for Long -Term Contracts by a
Percentage -of- Completion Method
by WALTER W. ROHRBAUGH
Supervisor of General Accounting, S. Morgan Smith, York, Pennsylvania

Identification of contracts falling in the "long- term" category, billing
procedure, cost accumulation and a well - checked method of relating
progress costs to completed costs are set forth in this article which
recommends the company's version of percentage -of- completion accounting as satisfactory for operating and planning purposes.

fall into the long -term contract category are
T those pertainingwhichto commonly
construction of highways, pipe lines, dams, power
YPE S of W O R K

plants, and the manufacture of heavy machinery and equipment. We are a
medium -size company engaged in the design, manufacture and installation of
hydraulic turbines. Our smallest turbines generate as little as five horsepower
while the largest that we have installed are generating in excess of 1 0 0 , 0 0 0
horsepower. These turbines and their related equipment are in operation on
dams and in power plants in the United States and various countries throughout
the world. Other contracts performed by this company cover such equipment as
ship propellers, various types of valves ranging in size from three inches to
eighteen feet in diameter, large axial flow air compressors requiring up to
150,000 horsepower, mechanical presses and other products requiring special
engineering and manufacturing techniques.
The two most widely used methods of accounting for long -term contracts are
the completed contract method and the percentage -of- completion method. The
completed contract method does not differ significantly from any ordinary sale.
Under this method no profit or loss on the contract is recognized or reflected
in the income and earnings statement until the contract is fully completed. This
paper will present and be confined to the description of a percentage -ofcompletion method of accounting. The use of this method for more than
twenty-five years has provided us with consistent statistical data for use by management in financial planning and in the analysis and control of departmental
operations. It has also enabled us to prepare accurate forecasts of billings and
costs.
We use four basic factors for determining when a contract is to be considered
long -term. One of the two major considerations is the period of time between
the date of the contract and the scheduled date for final shipment. The second
1328
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major consideration is the total dollar value of the contract. These
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that this method of accounting can
be applied to a company of any
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A "Contract Ledger Sheet" (Exhibit 1) is prepared for the purpose
of controlling each long -term contract. The department responsible
for handling and receiving signed
contracts completes the top portion
of this ledger sheet and makes subsequent changes if the contract is
amended. After completion of this
information, the ledger sheet is
given to the accounting department.
The accounting department records
the total estimated contract cost,
taken from the estimate prepared
by the sales estimating department
for contract bid purposes. The estimated gross margin is then determined and recorded. The appropriate figures are posted each accounting period in the columns in
13 ?9

the body of the form. Estimated percentage of completion is furnished by the
production control manager. Percentage of completion is also computed by
dividing the total work in process to date by the total estimated cost. This percentage is compared with the percentage furnished by the production control
manager in order to prevent the use of erroneous estimates.
The method of recording billings and reflecting income or loss on longterm contracts will vary according to the terms of payment contained in the
contract. Four of our more frequently used methods are:
4. Adjustments to billings made by work
paper entries, based on the estimated
percentage of compl etion and only after
a contrac t is 60% or more completed.

I. Progress billings in accordance with the
contract terms.
2. Partial shipment billings in accordance
with the contract terms.
3. Memo billings recorded but not billed
to the customer.

Progress billings are the most commonly used of the four. With this type of
billing, the customer reimburses the manufacturer for a certain percentage of
the contract price, based upon material, labor and burden costs incurred to date.
Progress estimates are usually prepared on a monthly basis and, when approved
by the customer's representative, the billing is submitted. In accordance with
the terms of payment included in the contract, a fixed percentage of the gross
amount billed is usually retained by the customer until test and acceptance, not
to exceed a specified period of time after final shipment. Partial shipment

E S T I M A T E D C O S T S O F P A R T I A L B I L L I N G S - 4 t h P E R I O D E N D E D A P R I L 3 0 , 19 57
Amo un t
of
Bill in g

Es t im a t e d
Co st

Gen eral Po wer Co rp .

32 6 5 9 38

22 0 0 0 0 0

792 15

Mo re P ow e r C orp .

39 7 7 8 1 5

35 0 0 0 0 0

79 50 0

P ac if ic Tra n s p o r t a t i o n C o .

ro d u ct
Code

Our
Order
No .

01

790 00

04
06

Cu s to m er Nam e

180, 000 00
2 4 1 , 7 9 2 20
3 4 1 � 2 2 � 7 3�
7 0 00

To t a l s

D r. C o s t o f G o o d e S o ld - B i l l e d
C r . Es t i m a t e d C o s t o f P ar t i al B il li n g s
(A co n t ra wo rk in p ro ce s s acc o u n t )

237 000 00
23 7 0 0 0 0 0

To s e t u p e s t i m a t e d c o s t s o f p a r t i a l
b illin gs fo r t h e fo u rt h p erio d en d ed
A p r i l 3 0 , 1957

EXHIBIT 2
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billings are rendered to the customer for the sales value of completed parts or
whole units shipped as authorized by the contract. Reimbursement is made on the
same basis as progress billing. Memo billings are made only when progress billings or partial shipment billings are not acceptable under the terms of the contract. Memo billings are recorded on the books on practically the same basis as
progress billings, except that they are posted to a memorandum account receivable
set up in the customer's name. (When actual billing is made to the customer on
completion of the contract, the memo billings are reversed.)
In order to verify the billing of all completed orders, every accounting department billing copy of the order must show data concerning progress billing,
complete shipment, partial or final shipment. A card is prepared by the cost department for each order shown on the list of orders completed and shipped, as
prepared by the shipping department. The billing copies are compared with these
completed- shipment cards. There is, of course, no card for progress billings, part
shipment billings or memo billings. A listing of these billings (Exhibit 2) is
then prepared. Another list is prepared of billings marked "Final Shipment"
(Exhibit 3) while the billings are being compared with the cards. This notation
on an invoice is an indication to the accounting department that one or more
partial billings were previously made. After all invoices rendered during the
period have been compared, the cards which agree with billings rendered are

Prod uct
Code

Our
Order
No.

4 t h P e r i o d E n d e d A p r i l 30 , 19 57
-

"F i n al S h ip m en t s "
-

Es t im at ed C o s t s o f P ar t ia l Bi ll in gs

Cu sto mer Nam e

O1

730 00

Big R ive r P o we r C o rp .

02

759 00

Cit y o f Mario n

O6

761 00

S eaway s S t eam s h ip C o .

To t a ls

D r . Es t i m a t e d C o s t o f P a rt ia l Bi ll in gs
Bil led

Es t im a t ed
Co st

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 00

70 0 0 00 O U

75 0 0 0 0 0

56 0 0 0 0 0

40 0 0 0 0 0 0

1

3 4 0 0 0 0 00

1 47 5 0 00 0 0 1 1 096 00 0 0 0

1 096 00 0 0 0
1 09 6 0 0 0 0 0

-

C r . C o s t o f G o o d s S o ld

Amount
Previou sly
Billed

To re ve rs e es t im at ed c o s t s s e t u p i n
p r io r p er i o d s o n o r d er s rep o r t e d co m ple t e by t h e C o st D e p a rt m en t in t h e
c u r r e n t p e r i o d e n d e d A p r i l 3 0 , 1957
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used in relieving work -in- process and preparing the cost of sales journal entry.
The remaining unmatched cards are used to make sure that billings are rendered
for these shipments.
Computing Estimated Costs Prior to 60 Per Cent Completion
The list of progress, partial shipment and memo billings compiled in Exhibit 2, is then used to compute estimated costs which are entered in the appropriate column for each order listed. The estimated cost is determined by
multiplying the amount billed by the difference between the estimated gross
margin recorded on the contract ledger sheet and 1 0 0 per cent. Thus, if the
gross margin is 30 per cent, the amount billed is multiplied by 70 per cent to
obtain the related estimated cost. The estimated cost column is totaled and
used to make the following entry:
Dr. Cos+ of Goods Sold —Billed.
Cr. Estimated Cost of Part Billings (A contra work -in- process account(

S UBS I D IA R Y L E D G E R C A R D

ES TI MA TE D C O S T O F P A R T BI LL IN G S

-

r O r d e z , No -

79000

Nage

Genpral Po we r Cor p.

stirriated Cost
Date

Billin gs

Dr.

Cr.

Balance

7

31 , 1 9 5 7
'

March

30, 1957

e3i

000 00

f

32 6 5 9 38
r. / o r , f r i

21 0 0 0 0 0

(4 98 3 9 2 0 0 0 )

22 0 0 0 0 0

(5 0 0 5 9 2 0 0 0 )

.

April

(,f

EXHIBIT 4

A Subsidiary Ledger Card (Exhibit 4) is kept for each order in numerical
sequence. It reflects total billings and estimated costs to date. These cards, when
added together, agree with the subsidiary ledger control card.
The list of billings (Exhibit 3) is completed by entering the estimated cost
to date as shown by the subsidiary ledger cards. These estimated costs are reversed by the following journal entry:
Dr. Eshimated cost of part Billings.
Cr. Cost of goods sold — Billed

This entry is necessary because the total actual cost will be recorded by means
of the cost of sales journal entry prepared by the cost department.
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applied to billings. A list (Exhibit 5) is made of the orders
in the contract ledger which are
nearing 60 per cent completion
and of those that are more than
60 per cent complete. This list is
given to the cost department at
the end of each accounting period.
As soon as available after the
close of each accounting period,
the accumulated amounts of material, labor hours, labor dollars
and burden are entered in the respective columns opposite each
order on the list. The list is immediately forwarded to the production control manager for him

z

to use as a guide in determining
the percentage of completion as
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related to actual materials received and operations performed to date. The production control manager determines from his files and from the information submitted to him, the completion percentages of material and labor hours and enters
them next to the amounts previously entered by the cost department. This list
is then forwarded to the accounting department. A columnar worksheet (Exhibit 6) is prepared. One column is used for each order determined to be 60
per cent or more complete. A computation is made to determine whether any
adjustments to estimated costs or billings are necessary in order to present a
more realistic profit and loss picture as related to production. This comparison
is made in the following manner:
1. The accumulated amount of material as shown in Exhibit 5 is divided by the
percentage of completion indicated by the production control manager, the result
of which is the estimated cost of material at 100 per cent completion.
2. This amount is entered on the line opposite "material" on Exhibit 6.
4 t h P E R IO D E N D IN G A P R IL 3 0 , 1957
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3. The same computation is made for labor and burden.
4. Non - manufacturing costs, such as prepaid freight, performance bonds, field tests
on non - billable installation expenses are shown separately. As such costs, or
portions, are incured and included in the material, labor and burden amounts
above, they are subtracted from the respective items which are shown separately.
5. Items 1 through 4 above are totaled and represent the total estimated cost at
100 per cent completion. This amount then is entered on the appropriate line.
6. The total of actual material, labor and burden accumulated to date is entered
on the next line.

up

7. The total actual cost to date is then divided by the total estimated cost at 100
per cent completion to arrive at the overall percentage of the contract completed.
This percentage is entered on the line "per cent complete." Inasmuch as our
to this point are based on estimated percentages of completion,
computations
it is felt that a margin of safety or conserva tism should be reflected. To provide
this margin, a flat reduction of one per cent is made from the percentage entered on the "per cent complete" line.
8. The remainder is entered on the "per cent u sed" line. This per cent is used for
determining whether any adjustments to billings or costs are necessary as applied
in Item 11, below.
9. The amou nt of the contract is entered on the next line marked "contract price."
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10.

Running totals are kept in the "amount billed" and "estimated cost used" columns
of the contract ledger sheet (Exhibit 1). After current period postings are completed, the to -date totals are entered on the appropriate lines "billings to date"
and "cost of billings to date" of Exhibit 6.

11.

The "contract price" is then multiplied by the "per cent used" and the result
is entered on the line "billings as adjusted."

12.

The difference between "billings to date" and "billings as adjusted" is entered
on the line "additional billings to be set up."

13.

The "total estimated 100 per cent completion cost" is multiplied by the "per
cent used" and the result is entered on the line "cost of billings as adjusted."

14.

The difference is entered on the next line, which is "additional cost to be set

up."

After making the above computations for each order more than 60 per cent
complete, an adjustment summary sheet (Exhibit 7) is prepared. The differences
between current period and previous to date amounts are entered in the respective billing and cost adjustment columns. If an order was completed during
the current period, the previous to -date amounts must be listed in reverse in the
current billing and cost adjustment columns. This reversal is necessary because
the actual billings and costs will be recorded through the normal billing and
cost of sales entries. The billing and cost adjustment colunms are totaled and
provide the basis for the following entries:
Dr. Accounts receivable —Not billed
Cr.
Gross sales —Not billed
Dr. Cost of goods sold —Not billed

Cr. Estimated cost of sales —
Not billed (A contra work -inprocess account)

The term, "not billed," indicates that these billings are not sent to the customer but are either a memo billing or an adjusted billing which must be reversed when actual billings are sent to the customer. The policy of not billing
the customer for the per cent of retainage, as per contract payment terms, until
the contract is shipped complete, accounts for the major portion of these adjustments. This is particularly true when a contract becomes 60 per cent completed
because no retainage has been previously taken into sales.

Handling Escalation Provisions
Certain of our long -term contracts contain escalation clauses providing for revision of the contract price depending upon fluctuations in material and labor
indices. This provision affords some protection to the manufacturer and to the
customer in times of changing costs. On account of the uncertainty of the final
outcome of contracts of this nature and due to the difficulty in computing the
amount of escalation prior to the date of final shipment, it has been the policy
1536
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of this company not to book any escalation receivable until after the order is
shipped complete. The amount of escalation due on a contract is determined by
the use of statistics furnished by the Bureau of Labor Statistics of the U. S. Department of Labor and applied in accordance with terms contained in the contract. The terms state the method, the percentage subject to escalation, and the
labor and material allocation percentages to be used in computing escalation.
Fluctuations in prepaid freight costs are covered by a separate escalation
clause.
A Proven Method
There are several worthwhile advantages in the use of the percentage -ofcompletion method of accounting for long -term contracts. The method described
provides a means of reporting income as it is earned, based upon reported plant
activity. By distributing the income tax liability to the years in which the
profit is earned, it aids significantly in the financial planning by management.
The method provides fairly consistent statistical data which can be used for
comparative analyses without the distorting effects inherent in the completed
contract method. Accurate forecasting is also possible due to the more even
spread of large contract billings and related costs.
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Costing Military Vehicle

Production Contracts

by E. A. TAMBERT and J. R. STOJANOVICH
Systems Specialist

Chief Accountant, Ordnance Division

Food Machinery and Chemical Corporation, San Jose, California

Emphasizing at start and close that the controlled project costing
procedure described may well be applicable to military and nonmilitary (and non - government) contracts involving other products,
the authors of this article give a broad and, at the same time satisfyingly detailed picture of contract cost accumulation and projection not
depending on individual parts or sub - assembly costs.

article was evolved at a plant manufacturing
T military vehicles for thein this
government. Although it is ideally suited for that
HE P L AN DE S CR I BE D

type of operation, it has possibilities of application to other situations. In our
case, it answered a need for reports to management on the status of large contracts.
Before its adoption, the cost information was not available in convenient form
for the preparation of status reports. For instance, in order to develop the cost
of a vehicle, a bill of material was costed from unit cost cards. Our end item
cost was dependent on developing unit costs for hundreds of part numbers. A
moving average was used. This was a laborious process and, in many cases,
inaccurate, because we were often attempting to cost a bill of material before
the parts were available. Though the accounting aspects of the plan will be
emphasized in this article its purposes and uses are broader. It is similar to other
worthwhile information and control programs in that it requires the participation
of all departments of the company. It affects such activities as planning, material
control, stores, production control, scheduling, dispatching, timekeeping, cost
accounting, and general accounting.
Essentials of the Plan
The identifying characteristics of the plan are:
I. A project authorization is written segreeting the production quantity into lots.
Exhibit I)
2. All documents are identified with the
project and lot number.

3. The procurement of material is done only
on the authority of a project.
4. Costs are accumulated by project and
lot number.
S. A project status report is issued weekly
(perhaps monthly.)

This and succeeding paragraphs discuss these identifying characteristics in more
detail. A project authorization is simply a communication from management
1538
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P R O J E C T A U T H O R T Z A T I 0 N
C U S T O N E Rs

Project Number
Supplement
Number
Date
Security
Classification

Ordnance
Ordna
Division
Contract or Purchase
Order No.

Item No.

Type of
Oontract

Date of Order

Titles
Descriptions

Notes

-- - - -All direct labor material and a."n@se
this order @hall be
in connection
charged to the Project Number herewith
assigned.
rich

Managomeut -Mgr
Asest Mgr.
Engirnaring
Procurement
Accounting
Manufacturing
Spare Parts
Industrial Rel.
Contract Admin.
Cost Acctg.

-.

Ap p r ow d s
Approved,

EXHIBIT 1

authorizing the various departments of the business to proceed with the production of a known quantity of units. In addition to delivery schedule, prices, f.o.b.
point inspection requirements, packaging and shipping instructions, and similar
data, the production quantity should be designated into lot quantities. The lots
should be set in accordance with the quantities by which management wants unit
costs. In the early stages of a program, the lot quantities will probably cover
short periods of time. In our case, a lot quantity for our vehicle contracts represents a month's production schedule. The typical documents which should
carry the project and lot designation are:
1. Bill of Material —This is the key document in this plan. Its release is the trigger
for procurement and manufacturing action. The important thing stressed is that the
same bill of ma terial serve all depa rtments. It is used by the ma terial control section
for determining quantities of material for which purchase requisitions are made, for
releasing produ ction orders to the shop, and for releasing pull sheets for sub - assembly
and final assembly. It is u sed by accountants in arriving a t lot costs. Inasmuch as the
material control section requisitions only those items called for on the bill, and the
purchasing department acts only on requisitions issued by material control, and the
manufacturing department acts only on production and assembly orders released by
material control, and the cost accounting section costs only items on the bill, a high
degree of internal control is achieved.
2. Purchase orders —By indicating the project number (the lot number is not shown)
on purchase orders, several advantages result. These are:
AU G U S T , 1 9 5 7
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a. The receiving department's job in identifying material is made easier. This
aids purchase follow -up, inspection, etc.
b. The accounting distribution of vendors invoices is made simpler.
c. The open orders against a particular contract are easily identified. This is
important because the open commitments should frequently be checked to see how
the expected material cost compares with the estimated material cost.
d. The application of a project number creates an awareness in the purchasing
function of meeting an estimated material figure for the project which the department
had a hand in at the time of submitting a price.
3. Time curds —By indicating on time cards the project and lot number, the accumulation of direct labor cost becomes a simple matter. If parts costs are required, the
part number code should appear on the time cards. The time cards should be filed by
project, by lot, and by part number.
4. Production orders —All copies of the production order are identified with the
project and lot number, e.g., the traveler copy, material requisition copy, the dispatcher's
copy, the cost accounting copy, etc. Assembly pull sheets are also identified by project
and lot number. If material in excess of that specified on the material requisition copy
of the production order or the assembly pull sheets is required, a special stores requisition is made indicating the appropriate project and lot number. A copy of this requisition goes to the cost accounting section and indicates that material in excess of that
spelled out in the basic bill of material is being withdrawn and should be accounted
for in the cost of the lot. These requisitions are reviewed by the material control section
for any indicated procurement action.
As to procurement, material is purchased only on the authorization of a
project and, therefore, material control records are kept by project. Reliance is
placed on the records and no effort is made to keep material physically separate
by projects. The adequacy of the records and the underlying documents is
constantly being checked by cycle inventory counts at strategic times throughout
the year. This is the material control section's responsibility. Any overages or
shortages are recognized on its records and any indicated procurement or manufacturing action is taken at that time. The cost accounting section is, of course,
advised of the results of the cycle counts. Because inventory losses cannot be
assigned on any logical basis to a lot, the cost accounting staff allocates the loss
to the lot being produced when the loss occurs. If there is material left over
when a project is completed and it is usable, obviously a new project should
be charged and the original project credited. If the material left over is not
usable, it should remain as a cost of the project, less any salvage value. If,
during the course of the project, it is necessary to borrow material from another
project, the lending project receives credit and the receiving project a charge.
With respect to categories of cost accumulation, the emphasis in this plan is
to arrive at total project and lot costs. If part costs are necessary for same
purpose they are available. However, the development of parts costs is not
essential to arrive at total costs. Our experience in the past has been that a parts
cost procedure, in which parts are carried through successive assemblies leading
1540
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to the development of the final assembled cost of the end item, is expensive in
clerical effort and does not yield results which are sufficiently more accurate to
warrant the additional cost. In addition, developing parts costs delays arriving
at the total cost. A separate ledger account to accumulate costs under a project
should be created. The charges to it are the basis for the preparation of the
project status report. A typical breakdown for a machinery manufacturing operation might be: (tailored to fit the needs of the individual company)
Material
Inventory loss
Labor
Special tooling
Burden (allocated)
Preproduction expense
Scrap and rework
Other direct costs
General and administrative expense

It is desirable to have a contra - account to which to credit the charge to cost of
sales. The breakdown of the contra - account should be the same as the account
in which the charges are accumulated. By comparing the details in the two
accounts, the make -up of unrecovered expenditures is available.
We come now to the project status report. Its main point is to set down for
management the expenditures so far made, unit costs in terms of experienced
cost to date, and expected cost of units remaining to be delivered. Exhibit 2
is a typical status report for our projects. The important consideration for each
project is not so much what the expenditures have been but what the "indicated
total expenditures" appear to be. These are the sum of the expenditures so far
made and an estimate of those yet to be made. In the unit cost section of the
exhibit, the "average to- date" column represents the average of the lot costs to
date. For instance, if a lot is a month's quantity of units, this column, at the
end of six months, would be the average of six lots. If desired, each lot can be
set down in a form similar to Exhibit 2 as a support for the "average to- date"
column.
The projection of unit costs can be on the basis of the current average or each
line on the exhibit may be projected on the basis most expected to be realistic.
For instance, material cost might be projected on the basis of the purchase order
prices for the bills of material which will be in effect during the remainder of
the project period. Direct labor might be projected on a learning curve, if such
data is available. The projection should obviously be done on the basis of what
will most likely occur. Non - recurring costs should be set down as separate line
items in the vertical column and treated in accordance with company policy,
contract requirements, etc. By developing an expected contract average cost, the
basis for so charging cost of sales is provided. Cost of sales may, of course, be
charged on the basis of lot costs as developed by this plan.
A U G U S T , 1957
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Development of Costs for the Project Status Report
This section of the article gives a brief description of the items making up the
cost elements shown in Exhibit 2. The bill of material shows the quantity
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required to make one lot of units, whether it be raw material or finished parts.
In other words, in the case of steel bars or plate, the quantity shown should take
into consideration chucking and shearing losses. In the case of castings or
forgings, the bill can show the one raw casting or one rough forging for each
finished part. However, since, in most cases, it will be practical to purchase a certain added quantity because of probable scrap losses, the added quantity should
be taken into account in arriving at lot costs. For instance, it may be necessary
to purchase 1 0 5 castings for a project quantity of 100. The five castings should
be pro -rated over all the lots. By charging the project with the total quantity
purchased, the cost accountant must take into account the total purchased in
costing the lots as well as the total project. Obviously, when the project is
complete any salvage value should be credited against the project.
The bill of material is priced from purchase order prices for the material.
It may be necessary to make reference to documents other than purchase orders
if transfers have been made from other projects. If numerous purchase orders
are issued for a single item on a bill of material, it may be necessary to set up
a status card to keep track of the purchases so that a representative unit cost
can be used in pricing. In order to simplify the pricing of the bill of material
for material cost, we follow the policy of setting a standard when the purchase
order is released. The monthly variance which is charged off as a period expense
is negligible. In order to further simplify our costing, a standard is set for
freight and it is included as one item on the bill of material. In some companies,
it may be desirable to break the material cost down by such items as subcontracted
parts, purchased parts, etc. At the time of preparing the project status report, an
easily made check of the "indicated total expenditures" for material may be
achieved by adding open commitments to the "to- date" expenditures.
By assigning lot numbers to all direct labor performed on a project, the
preparation of the status report is facilitated. The exercise of judgment is required in some of the situations which come up. For instance:
A lot for 100 castings being run through
several machine shop operations may be
completed for some units over the 100
or some units under. The normal variation in our operation is not sufficiently
significant to require adjustments. So
for any one part number, the lot direct
labor may be for 98 pieces or it may be
for 101 pieces. The total project cost
will be for the total pieces required. The
distortion is not important unless there
should be a significant number of pieces
off.

2. Because of economical run considerations, the manufacturing department may
feel that it should run several lots worth
of units through on one set up. In situ afions of this type, the lot should be
charged for only its share of the total
labor expended on all of the lots which
were run together.
By reporting direct labor by lot number
and making a comparison with scheduled
lot labor costs by week or month, it is
possible to check against being ahead
or behind schedule.

Burden should be charged to the project on the basis which best meets the
AUGUST, 1957
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needs of the company. Under this plan, it is necessary to apply burden to units
to be shipped. Therefore, some idea of burden rates expected to prevail in
future periods will be required. In our case, there was a saving in clerical cost
in adopting this plan in not having to apply burden to parts labor cost for
hundreds of part numbers. The burden need be applied to the entire lot direct
labor only.
We group certain costs into "other direct." The main point brought out by
this grouping is that, whenever possible, the costs should be charged directly
to a project. Obviously, this is not true for all costs, and so burden and general
and administrative expenses are allocated on some fair basis. These should be
allocated on the basis the company follows. Inasmuch as the cost of future
units is being estimated, a general and administrative expense rate for future
periods should be developed. The concept of charging costs direct, whenever
possible, is particularly important on government contracts. Individual contracts can require peculiar services and their allocation, rather than charging
direct, can cause serious inequities.
Departmental Responsibilities
At the outset, it was indicated that this project cost plan requires the cooperation of all departments. Although the departmental designations may be different at other companies, the basic functions will probably be common. The
material control function at our division is the key to the operation of the plan.
It is responsible for keeping up the master bill of material deck which controls
the procurement, fabrication, assembly, and cost accounting for each project.
Without going into too much detail, the following list outlines the main responsibilities of each department at our division, other than accounting (which the
preceding paragraphs outline), in carrying out the plan:
Production Planning Section
I. Develop a bill of material from engineering releases which includes all parts and
raw material needed to produce the end
product.
2. Make the make -or -buy decisions.
3. Make revisions to the bill in accordance
with authorized engineering change
orders.
Material Control Section
I. Develop the following additional information to complete the bill of material
made by the production planning section:
1344

a. Subdivide the master schedule into
lots.
b. Set release and completion dates for
each lot.
2. Maintain a master schedule to be used
as a basis for establishing release and
completion dates for all manufacturing,
sub - assembly, and final assembly operations.
3. Prepare production orders and assembly
pull sheets and release them to the
scheduling group in accordance with the
master schedule.
4. Determine procurement requirements
and issue procurement requisitions.
N.A .A . B UL LET IN

5. Initiate material audits when the quantify on hand, plus the quantity on order,
is more or less than the remaining requirements.
6. Maintain a master bill of material deck
of cards in cooperation with the tabulating section.
7. Maintain such records as:
a. Status of raw materials and parts
requisitions to the procurement section.
b. Status of production orders.
c. Status of lot quantity balances and
the lead times required to meet the
master schedule requirements.
8. Control requisitioning of material to
projects for which material was not initially ordered, i.e., borrowing of material.
Shop Scheduling Section
I. Release production orders and assembly
pull sheets to the shop dispatchers in
accordance with the master schedule.
2. Perform liaison between the manufacturing department and material control section.
3. Report quantities produced at the assem.
bly stations.

Stores Section
I. Issue the exact amount of material called

for on the material requisition portion of
a production order and as shown on the
assembly pull sheets. The stores department signs the card indicating that the
issue has been made. Authority for variance from the stated amount of material
must be obtained from the material control section.
2. The stores section notifies material control section when it cannot issue the
material specified on the requisitions.
Production Engineering and Tool Design
Section
I. Prepare an operations sheet for each
item on the bill of material which is to
be fabricated by the manufacturing department.
2. Prepare tooling requirements and issue
tool orders and /or purchase requisitions,
dependent on whether the item is to be
manufactured or purchased. These docu.
ments, too are referenced to the project
number.
3. Assign sub - assembly or final assembly
stations where the part is to be installed.
4. Set economical runs for each fabricated
part.

Bill of Material is a Deck of Cards
The bill of material is a master planning deck of punched cards. The card is
punched from information supplied in part by the production planning section,
in part by production engineering section, and in part by the material control
section. The planning section starts from an engineering release. From the -billof- material card, special purpose cards or lists are run. For instance, the material
control section uses the master deck for such operations as:
I. Preparation of production orders for the
plant manufactured items. In our operation, a production order is in the form

of a tabulating card accompanied by a
standard operations sheet.
2. Preparation of assembly pull sheets (also
by tabulating card.)

From this master deck, maintained by material control section, the cost
accounting section receives a run for each lot representing the parts which went
into it. The bill of material used for costing purposes is an exploded bill of
material, i.e., it lists all of the material necessary to make the end items, irrespective of sub - assemblies which may be involved. If sub - assembly costs are necessary for special studies or spare parts pricing, they can be developed, as the basic
figures are available.
AUGUST, 1957
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Advantages and Applicability of the Costing Plan
The advantages of the accounting plan described may be summarized as follows:
I. Provides a convenient and simple method
of providing management with project
status reports.
2. Makes possible a high degree of internal
control through stressing the use of the
same bill of material by material control,
cost accounting etc.
3. Through emphasis on the accumulation
of total expenditures by project, it makes
for convenience in developing costs applicable to units shipped and units to be
shipped.
4. Because all expenditures are charged to
the project, the cost accountant, must
recognize them in arriving at lot costs
as well as project costs, e.g., it may be
necessary, for manufacturing reasons, to
purchase 105 units of a part for a project of 100 end -items requiring one each.
The project and lot costs must bear the
cost of all 105 uniis.
5. In addition to reporting actual costs, the
cost accountant has the responsibility to
make a projection of costs from the best
sources available.
b. The internal control features of the plan,

coupled with a cycle inventory program,
eliminate the necessity for annual physical inventories. In our case, the material
control records are verified by a cycle
inventory program which assure us that
the book inventories for individual parts
are sound. Through the cycle inventory
program the accuracy of the documents
underlying material control records is
checked and procedural soft spots
pointed up. This constant vigilance eliminates the necessity for a annual physical
inventory.
7. Makes possible cost control through making available to management planned
and actual results by cost elements for
each project.
B
By using a formal project authorization,
a convenient means of communication is
provided between the sales department
(contract administration in our case)
and the other departments of the company.
9 Because the essential characteristic of
the plan is forecasting of project results, the basic figures for financial budgeting are made available.

This plan simplified the accounting at our division and gave our management
valuable information which it did not have before. It may offer these possibilities
in another operation. Bear in mind that any plan or procedure adopted should
be one which fits the peculiar situation. Specifically, in our opinion the plan
can be used in situations not concerned with government contracts. For instance,
in a plant which stocks parts common to several models of a unit, a project
authorization can be written to proceed with a specific model, some of whose
parts are common and some of which are peculiar. In such a case, the common
parts are transferred from the inventory account to the project account. Inasmuch the common parts are made for several models, parts cost should have
been developed for them and a transfer made at cost. The parts peculiar to
the project are part of the cost of it. The procedure as far as bill of material,
etc., are concerned is, of course, the same whether the items are made for a sales
forecast or against a contract. A project authorization should be written for each
model for which a unit cost is desired either in total or in lot quantities.
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Accounting Applied to Fleet Administration
by LEE A. WESTBERG
Fleet Manager and Sales Analyst, Gerber Products Co., Fremont, Michigan

Car performance records and their summarization with due respect
to the distinction between time and mileage costs form but one
aspect of auto fleet administration to which accounting may be serviceable. Other areas, to which this article also gives attention, are
vehicle replacements and operating policy. In addition, the author
accords consideration to the place and standing of fleet management
in a company's organization.

field of accounting can be found in the administraa company's fleet of automobiles. Quite often, transportation
requirements will involve expenditures of large sums of money for procurement, maintenance, operation, and disposal of equipment. Properly administered, these expenditures can be made efficiently and economically. Without
adequate data to guide the person charged with this responsibility, erroneous
decisions may be made, resulting in expenditures that are extravagant or not
required. It is here that the proper use of accounting information assembled
from the multitude of data turned in weekly on each automobile will prove to
be invaluable in reaching correct decisions.

A tion of
N

OFTEN

OVERLOOKED

Classification and Compilation of Expense
The compilation and analysis of the operating statistics on a fleet of automobiles is by far the largest and one of the most important functions of a fleet
department. In order to classify these expenses correctly, it is necessary that
they be grouped into two distinct categories, those which vary with mileage
(running) and those which vary on a time basis (standing). The latter expenses
have no relationship to distances traveled and to include them in cost studies
expressed as a "cost- per - mile" could lead to false answers. A recapitulation
of the detailed expenses, divided into their respective categories, is itemized
and explained in Exhibit 1 for reference.
Rather frequently, reports are sent to top management on fleet operation
which have been expressed only on a "per- mile" cost. They can be misleading
in the conclusions they suggest. Perhaps they indicate excessively high cost
figures in comparison to reports received from other companies. However, it
may be that if such reports were correctly analyzed, with respective per -mile
A U G U S T , 1957
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AUTOMOAI7.E EXPENSE CLASSIFICATIONS
DESCRIPTION
RUNNING EXPENSES
Gasoline
011 & Changes
Grease
011 filter
Motor Repairs

CODE

Gallons and amount
Quarts and amount
Transmission, differential & lubrication,
also repack front wheels
(011 filter cartridge & oil additives)

1
2

3
b

Battery

Fan belts, spark plugs, points, condensor,
water pump, radiator repairs, original oil
filter unit, generator, timing, and
carburetor
Batteries & recharging

13

Motor Overhaul

Rings, bearings & valves

lh

General Repairs

Lights, speedometer, shock absorbers, wiper
blades, etc.
Brake fluid, adjustment, lining

15

Brakes

16

Exhaust

Muffler, pipe, etc.

18

Tires

Wheel balancing, tare rotation new and recapped tires, tubes, flats & wheel alignment

19

STANDING EXPENSES
Winter Supplies

11

Antifreeze, chains, etc.

21

Storagb

Motor, overnight, & garage

22

Parking

(Monthly charges, etc.)

Washing
Miscellaneous
Toll Charges
Accidents

Wash, wax, polish
Unclassified items
Ferry, bridge, tunnel & highway
Wrecks, burned upholstery & glass breakage

23
24
25
31

Accessories

Seat Covers, outside rear view mirror

32

Licenses & Taxes

h0

Insurance

State, local fees, stampt etc. (does not
include drivers licenses)
Public Liability & Property Damage

Rental Charges
Auto Allowance

Leased Automobiles
Private Owned care

60

Depreciation

Company Cars

62

Car Usage Credit

For personal driving

99

50
61

EXHIBIT 1

costs on running expenses and per -week costs on standing expenses, it would
be found that the operation of the fleet of automobiles was entirely satisfactory.
By taking expenses in total and expressing them on a per -mile basis, a fleet
manager is ignoring an all important factor, the annual mileage for the vehicle
or fleet in general. The figures offer a categorical answer either indicating that
the fleet is operating satisfactorily or that it is not. Either could be incorrect.
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In the case of a high cost unit, the answer could be attribtuable to low mileage
and not inefficient operation. The method of correction would seem to be for
the operator to accumulate more miles on his car, which if not required in the
work would be pure extravagance! Or a car might show a very low "cost -permile" and be incurring expenses in excess of requirements. This predicament
could arise in a situation in which a car is being driven high mileage, which
would "bury " these excessive costs in the lowered "per- mile" figures. However, proper classification of expenses into time and mileage categories, and
measuring each on their respective bases, would permit reports not subject
to these errors.
Once operating expenses have been established in the categories outlined,
it is necessary to compile them into life -to -date figures on each vehicle, as well
as for periodic reports to indicate the efficiency of the overall fleet operation
or of a particular vehicle. This information is drawn from the weekly expense
reports submitted by the field representatives, a sample of which is shown in
Exhibit 2. These reports should be devised in such a manner that the various
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automobile operating expenses can be quickly classified into their respective
expense categories. Receipts should be attached to the expense reports to substantiate each expenditure by the operator. In this manner, the fleet manager
will have proper reference to the detail of each charge so that an analysis can
be made if expenses appear to be excessive or if a lack of maintenance becomes
apparent with a fleet vehicle. It is further suggested that expenses be coded
numerically to enable a rapid handling by clerical help with a minimum of
errors. Such codings are reflected in Exhibit 1 opposite each expense classifica-
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tion and can be carried on all operating records, expense reports, and summary
reports.
In addition to the information compiled from weekly expense reports, it is
necessary to make provisions to include the direct payments which will be made
on automobiles. These include such items as depreciation estimates or rental
expenditures in the case of leased vehicles. When all of the operating information has been accurately summarized on each unit in service, the fleet manager will then have sufficient data available to analyze the figures and unit costa
periodically to determine which automobiles are being operated at an excessive
costs and will possibly call for corrective action as to operation or maintenance
or perhaps for replacement.
The Underlying Records and Resulting Reports
In order to handle all of the various information which will be gathered for
each automobile while it is in service, it is generally necessary to have a record
system that will give the fleet manager any particular data required instantaneously. A punched card system will generally do this quite adequately. A sample of this type of card is presented in Exhibit 3. This system enables the fleet
manager to have all operating statistics, in summary, on each vehicle, as well
as all of the other pertinent data relating to the car. Further detailed information on the unit, such as the dealer's invoice, purchase order, title, and correspondence would be carried in subsidiary files for reference. In addition to
this information required while an automobile is in service, there are provisions for entering the final "wash -out" data on the card. These statistics will
prove invaluable in securing historical information on the disposal of automobiles and comparison with present market conditions.
Card files are generally carried in numerical order by car number with a cross index as to driver assignments. As reference to a driver recapitulation is not
as frequent nor does it need any further information than the man's name and
car number, this record can best be handled in a booklet form.
By carrying the detailed automobile records on a punched -card system, a
fleet manager is able to have a very flexible record which can be sorted into
various sequences and then quickly restored to original numerical order. This
sortability is especially important when it becomes necessary to forecast replacements, budget expenditures for future years, analyze cost of operation on certain types of equipment, or review accident records. On the particular card
presented in Exhibit 3, the clerical operator can derive such information as:
A U G U S T , 1957
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I. Record by car number

6. Replacement date

2. Make of car

7. Cumulative mileage

3. Special Equipment

8. Units on order

4. State registration
S. Accident record

9. District assignment

If he does not have the particular advantage afforded by cards, i.e., their
susceptibility to rearrangement of or de r t o derive special information, a fleet
manager can be quite seriously handicapped in the administration of his fleet.
Some of the more important requirements which arise from time to time are:
I. Some states require insurance filings before registration will be issued. There.
fore, it i s im port ant t o be abl e to obt ai n
al l units being operated in the state in
one concise recapi tulati on for reference.
2. Re- registration of automobiles in a state
requires a recapitulation of all units
being operated there for review,

L u uwNtO
I

u AI r n

rtlz,Fx;
I

3. Accident records can quickly be complied by segregating all units which have
been involved in an accident. This information can be used in determining
corrective action or management reports.
4. Periodic geographical reports can be
made to advise management on the con ditions and status of the fleet automobiles.
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Detailed summary operating reports on fleet operation can be found in a
multitude of forms, some of which are quite adequate, others which will be
incomplete or even misleading. A concise report which will meet top- management requirements is presented in Exhibit 4. This report outlines the fleet size,
investment, operation on a per -mile cost and per -week cost by detailed expense
categories, and an analysis of the vehicles which have been replaced. It reflects
the current period of operation as well as the cumulative figures for the year.
In turn, the report can be broken down into geographical areas or other classifications, if desired, for cost comparisons. The basic information used for this
report is summarized from the weekly operating figures, with no reference to
car identification. As such, it will also prove to be quite valuable to the fleet
manager as well as top management. It will give him a measuring stick against
which to compare the individual cost operation of a vehicle to determine if it
is operating in line with the overall company average.
New Car Pricing Policy
In order to eliminate any discrepancies in operating statistics attributable to
depreciation costs, it is best to evaluate all new car purchases on the same discounted basis from the manufacturer's list price. This information is readily
ascertainable, either from reliable dealers through whom past purchases have
been made or the motor companies themselves. Once this data has been obtained
on each make of car in the fleet, it is an easy matter to evaluate any bids which
might be received on an inconsistent pricing basis, so that they are in conformity
with the company's standard price. Of course this practice will work only
where there is a trade -in involved. If a straight purchase is to be made, it will
be necessary to either forearm the company representative with the standard
price schedule so that he can negotiate it with the dealer or to contact the
dealer at the onset of the year to establish a pre - negotiated price with him.
One method of simplification in procuring bids from dealers is to prepare a
standard quotation sheet in advance each model year. This sheet is supplied
to each dealer with whom business is done with a request that he complete the
dealer's freight charge data and general information. The quotation is then
returned to the fleet department for its use throughout the model year. Each
make of car would have its own form, on which the fleet discount is generally computed from the manufacturer's list price. Once a completed quotation is on file from a dealer, it is only necessary for him to appraise the trade -in
units as they occur during the year. The bid is then referred to the fleet manager and, if satisfactory, is sufficient information for him to reach a decision on
AU G U S T , 1 9 5 7
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the replacement of the unit without lengthy computations to determine the
"true" price on the car. Another advantage of having a standard quotation on
file appears in times of emergency replacements due to mechanical breakdowns
or major accident losses. Any communications during these times are either by
telephone or telegram and the elimination of new car price schedules will save
considerable expense to the company.
Some Shortcuts to Useful Calculations
In the daily administration of a fleet, a fleet manager will be confronted with
periodic decisions as to the "wash -out" on a vehicle which has not been operating satisfactorily or has been damaged in an accident. One of the first questions he will want answered will be about depreciation. By utilizing the slide
rule in such a situation, the answer to wash -out figures can be determined
quickly and accurately, with a minimum of effort. Along this line, formulas
have been developed to arrive at the answers needed. The first item to be determined is the book value of the car in service. This would be the undepreciated amount carried on the company's books and would vary from car to car
and month to month. To compute this information on the slide rule, the following formula is used: X — Y (1 = .02 Z where: X = Book value Y —
Purchase price Z = Elapsed month's service.
These factors can be quickly injected into the rule and the approximate answer found, which will be within a few dollars of an exact mathematical calculation. In the above formula, an annual depreciation rate of 24 per cent was
used. If a different rate of depreciation is prevalent, the .02 factor (24 per cent
divided by 1 2 ) of the formula would have to be adjusted accordingly. Another
use for the slide rule will be found in determining the remaining life of a
vehicle, based on mileage. Of course, other factors would be taken into consideration in the final determination of replacement, but the first step would be
to project the mileage rate to see when the vehicle in question will attain
the maximum desired mileage under the company policy. The formula is:
Z(R — M)
( —.
where: Z = Elapsed month's of service to date, R = Standard
M
point of replacement, generally between 45,000 and 50,000 miles (expressed
in the formula as thousands of miles, i.e., 45 or 50) M = Elapsed mileage to
date. This too would be expressed in thousands of miles (17.1 etc.). f = Future
or remaining months to attain the point of standard replacement.
Another cumbersome chore which occurs in fleet administration is the determination of the number of elapsed months of service. In order to save time
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and eliminate "fingercounting," a chart can be developed to set forth this information quickly for the fleet manager. This chart consists of numerical factors
which, when subtracted for the dates in question, will directly reflect the elapsed
month's service. For example, a car was purchased on March 16, 1954 and is
being considered for disposal on October 10, 1956. In referring to the chart,
a factor of 57 for example, is determined for the date of contemplated sale.
The date of purchase reflects a factor of 27. Subtracting 27 from 57 gives the
elapsed months service of 30. In developing such a chart means of computing
a half - month's service can be injected, as desired. In most instances, it is felt
that whole month's service data will provide satisfactory results.
This chart will prove to be satisfactory whenever dates of procurement and
disposal vary are neither of them the same for the group of vehicles in question. In other instances, however, it will be found that one factor will be constant. This will occur, for example, when quarterly expenses are being reviewed
to determine future months service. Rather than handling such a calculation
on a two - factor dlart, a direct reading chart can be set up. This chart will show
zero at the expense cut -off date. Reading backwards from this date to the date
of purchase will give the elapsed months service direct. Reading forward from
this date will give the tentative date of replacement, based on a future months'
service calculation. This information would be required periodically in forecasting fleet requirements and expenditures.
Meeting Administrative Problems
In any well - managed fleet operation, consideration will be given to the issuante of a fleet manual incorporating all of the company's policies and procedures, for reference by the individual drivers. This manual would include such
items as accident procedure, allowable expense items, new car delivery, authorized equipment on fleet units, replacement policies, insurance coverage, registration information, and personal usage, to name but a few of the many subjects.
With this information at hand, the operator can save considerable time and
expense. Whenever the company's policies are clearly outlined, there can be
little excuse for ignorance or misunderstanding. Most field representatives are
cooperative and will comply with company policy if it is presented in a readily
understandable form.
The average fleet manager, who is charged with the responsibility of maintaining a company's fleet of automobiles in satisfactory condition and at a reasonable cost figure, will buy and sell hundreds of automobiles in the course of
a model year. During that time few, if any, will come under his direct scrutiny.
AUGUST, 1937
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In order to fill this gap and give him an insight into the individual condition
of each vehicle, it is necessary that periodic reports be filed on each car's condition and appearance. This can best be handled by having a check -sheet which
can be easily filled out, as requested, by supervisory personnel in the field.
In establishing a fleet department, a question often arises as to where the
administrative responsibility should lie. Certain phases of fleet work involve a
purchasing function, so it would appear that possibly the purchasing department would be a logical choice. Another approach would be to give this responsibility to the accounting department, while others would place it with the
treasury or sales department. Obviously, with this divergence of ideas, there
must be one method more desirable than others. Generally, it will be found
that the fleet administration will function most satisfactorily when it is placed
in the department which has the largest representation in the field. This will
usually be found in the sales department. However, the situation can vary. A
fleet manager, for example, who is handling a large number of vehicles, the
majority of which are used by salesman, will be able to better keep abreast of
actual conditions throughout the nation if he is working directly with sales
personnel. There are some who would not tie fleet administration to any department. It would be established separately, responsible only to the president or a
general executive of the company. Thus, any undue departmental pressure
would be reduced to a minimum.
For Better Fleet Management
Fleet accounting is a specialized field which involves items requiring enormous
amounts of detail work and attention from competently- trained personnel. By
coordinating the use of accounting information to the overall basic job requirements, a fleet manager should be able to effect a satisfactory program for
his company that will give it the best "buy" for its transportation dollar, if this
data is properly utilized. If it is not, all of the information which can be
determined is of little value. It is often difficult to organize the vast quantities
of statistics so that they can be used to their greatest advantage. By the applicacation of the special forms, procedures, and reports, presented with this article,
any company should be able to simplify its accounting problems and greatly
increase the efficiency of its fleet administration, with a corresponding savings
in expenditures for automotive transportation.
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Machine -Hour Overhead Rates
Refine Costs in a Forging Plant
by FRANK DOMENICK, JR.
Supervisor, Product Cost Section, Controller's Office, Ford Motor Co.
Canton Forge Plant, Canton, Ohio

Burden absorption continues to be a live topic in many operations.
Further, the choice of the type of burden absorption rate to use is
by no means a completely settled matter despite the known inaccuracies of plant -wide rates and the demonstrated practicability of
departmental, center, or machine rates. Choice varies with industry
and company. Hence the force of the recommendation in this article
that use of machine hour rates will serviceably refine cost data developed in a forging plant in the motor industry.

to discuss the merits Of machine hour rates for over T head costing of forging operations
and the circumstances under which such
HIS PAPER IS I N T E N D E D

a system will prove advantageous. The primary objective of such a system is to
better associate and to apply as accurately as possible to a given product its rightful share of manufacturing expense. The greatest advantage to be derived from
this type of costing in an industry as competitive as steel forgings is in establishing selling prices. Other types of overhead application in this industry tend
to price the product out of the market in some instances and often result in
under- pricing.
The forging industry is no different from any other business which acquires
its customers and contracts through being the lowest bidder. For this reason,
it is important that every element of cost used in estimating selling prices be
arrived at in such a manner as to accurately represent costs which will be incurred in production. As conditions were at our plant, material, direct labor
and forging dies were very accurately measurable as cost elements, whereas
manufacturing expense, representing 30 per cent of the total processing cost,
was left to be prorated on a broad common denominator, i.e. direct labor. The
inaccuracy and inadequacy of this method lie in the fact that it assumed the cost
of operating a 1,000 pound steam hammer to be the same as a 3,000 ton press
or 7 1 /2 inch upsetter, and that the cost would vary only by the number of direct
labor people in the forging crew, with the same assumption being true for supporting equipment, e.g. heat treated furnaces, shot blast machines, etc. The
problem, therefore, was to find a suitable common denominator for overhead
costing. Because of the various types and sizes of equipment and because the
AUGUST, 1957
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major portion of the total manufacturing expense is incurred when machines are
operating, dollars of overhead per machine operating hour appeared to be the
solution. The machinery so segregated by type and size were termed "machine
or burden centers."
Burden Accumulation and Allocation to Centers
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In order to better understand the adaptability of machine hour overhead
costing to a forging operation, Exhibit 1, which sets forth the operations involved in processing a forging, is supplied. Inasmuch as the timekeeping system
is designed to report data such as operation number, type of equipment, center
number, actual hours run, and pieces produced at each operation, it was a simple
matter to obtain machine hours. For example, from the data in Exhibit 1, it will

.0 00 8
.0 2 7 3

EXHIBIT 1

be noted that machine hours are the same as the operator's time or, in the case
of just one man performing an operation, man and machine hours are identical.
Therefore, by summarizing timekeeper's data daily, total machine hours by
type and size of equipment (burden centers) are obtained for a given period.
Since a standard cost system is used at our plant, the extension of pieces produced
by the allowed hours provides standard man and machine hours used in costing
and computation of budget performance.
In order to charge expense to applicable machine centers, all material and indirect labor documents must bear the center number. Further, it is possible to
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express machine and /or service center and department designation by proper
suffixes to a given account code. A sample account charge might appear as:
15- 741- A9310, MC # 2 8 , and be interpreted as follows:
15

General ledger account for manufacturing expense

741 -A

Subsidiary ledger account for machine repair labor

9310

Hammer department

MC #28

Machine center for 2,500 pound steam hammers

Coding in this form is used on all of the following documents:
I. Daily indirect labor time tickets
2. Factory work orders (service departments)
3. Purchase requisitions and, hence, to purchase orders

4. Non - productive stores requisitions
5. Petty cash vouchers

It is obvious, therefore, that, as actual costs on the above documents are summarized, all expenses are segregated by account, department and machine and /or
service center and are ready for final distribution of service centers to productive
centers in order to develop actual overhead rates or measure performance against
budget.
In allocating service center costs to productive centers, various common denominators are available and can be chosen by the accountant to best reflect
actual conditions. Examples of the different selections are as follows:
Servic e center or element of expense
Maintenance department expense
Power house expense for generating
steam, air, and water
Electricity
Plant general department

Allocated on bas is of
Standard machine hours generated
Engineering estimates of usage
per machine hour
Name plate data— converted to
machine hours
Direct labor cost

After allocation of all necessary service centers and /or elements of expense
not charged directly to productive centers, actual overhead rates can be expressed
in terms of actual or standard machine hours, standard machine hours being
more practical in our standard cost system.
Unlike a departmental burden rate system for which physical boundaries play
an important role, a machine center system is based on classification rather than
location of equipment. This creates no particular problem in charging actual
costs directly to a machine center. However, the method of allocating service
centers and other indirect costs must be one which employs a denominator common to conditions where each machine is located. For example, fringe benefits
on direct labor which are considered an item of manufacturing expense appear
as a department charge each month. Of necessity, therefore, these charges are
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applied to each machine center on the basis of direct labor cost incurred by
center. It can readily be understood that application by machine hour would
not be accurate, since the number of men used on this type of machine may vary
in each department. There are any number of these examples under a machine
center system, each of which must be carefully considered and mechanics devised
to relate each element to the applicable center.
Pricing Data
In the typical forging process illustrated by Exhibit 1 it will be noted that
the man hours required are greater than the machine hours. This relationship
will vary for each forging. Elements such as the material content, tooling cost
and, consequently, the selling price also have no uniform relationship to the
direct labor content. For this reason, as stated earlier in this paper, the application of a fixed rate of overhead to the direct labor cost to produce results in a
very serious misstatement of conditions as they exist. Our typical process priced
under each method, would appear as in Exhibit 2. The results indicate that
burden applied to labor on an overall plant rate is $.3324 per unit as compared
with the figure of $3930 as computed on machine hour rates. On other parts,

@

UNIT DATA
Wchine Center )W ITZULabor Cost
Opera3ion
- To-r g Machine Burden On
Rate Per
Stan r
tion
Man
550% Machine Hr . Amount
Number Hours Rate /Hr. Amount Hours Labor
$•0319
.0308

$10.00

$.0030

.0050

.0523

15.00

.0750

.0098

.0050

.0539

8.00

.0400

2.20
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.0605

25.00

.1250

.0050

2.00
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.0550

12.00

.0600

70-2
70-1

.0018
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1.80
1.85

.0032
.0017

.0018

.0176
.0094

19.00

.0342

80

.0014

1.75

.0025

.0014

.0138

15.00

.0210

90

.0008

1.65

.0013

.0008

.0072

6.00

.0048

Totals

.0315

$.0604

.0273

$•3324

.0033
.0033

$1.75
1.70

$•0058
.0056

.0033

30

.0050

1.90

.0095

40

.0050

1.95

50

.0050

60

-

-

10 -1
10-2

$•3930

EXHIBIT 2
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the over -all rate method night be the higher. There can be no doubt that the
machine center method reflects the more accurate cost, since the overhead rates
used are indicative of a much higher degree of refinement and were based on
studies of actual costs incurred to operate each type and size of equipment. It
is obvious, therefore, that the distortions similar to the example above can have
a serious and possibly a disastrous consequence in establishing selling prices.
In this instance, the part could have been quoted and even sold at $.0606 per
piece less than the actual cost to be incurred.
Budget Data
In connection with establishing budgets, standard machine hours at budget
volume are developed by machine centers each year to compute absorption rates.
It is a simple matter from this point to arrive at direct labor and machine hours,
by department and machine center within the department. Inasmuch as work
standards bear the department number and the machine center numher for each
operation, the unit man and machine hours are extended at budget volume by
individual parts. Each part is then posted on a summary sheet, one for direct
labor hours and another for machine hours, which indicate the part number
across the heading, with the departments and all possible machine centers within
the department appearing vertically in the left -hand margin. Data obtained from
these summaries are used mostly for allocation purposes and for analysis of
conditions under the new budget, e.g., relationship of man and machine hours or
plant capacity studies.
With all items of manufacturing expense compiled for past years by account,
department and machine center, estimates of the various levels of expense which
can be expected in the ensuing year can be easily made. By comparisons of
production levels attained in the past year, expenses can be readily adjusted to
the current year's budget level at budget production volume. Data so obtained
can be used to reconcile the old budget with the new one being established. In
establishing the budget for the new year, the first element to be computed is
standard machine hours by center at budget volume. From this starting point,
expense levels can be discussed with the various department heads in order to
arrive at total manufacturing expense which can be anticipated at the new
budget year's volume, based on the past and previous years' experience and
recognizing that an element of improvement must be built in as an objective.
When all annual expense data are compiled as budget estimates, the machine
center rates are a simple division of the total expense by center (after allocation
of service center costs) by the standard machine hours by center required to
produce the budget volume. These rates are then used throughout the budget
AU G U S T , 1 9 5 7
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year and are applied to standard machine hours generated each month to compute overhead absorption.
Uses of Machine Hour Data with Cost Control
Elements of cost are readily controllable when measured or compared in
terms of machine hours. The waiting time element of direct labor decreases as
machine operating hours increase. From this standpoint, reports to production
supervision reflecting this information are a good day -to -day check of machine
run -time conditions and the extent to which waiting time costs affected their
operation.
As to maintenance costs it is general practice to designate each piece of equipment in a plant by some numerical system, i.e. tag numbers for property record
purposes and sometimes location numbers for less cumbersome use for plant personnel. Under a machine hour system, therefore, it is possible to know the
machine numbers of each piece of equipment in a given productive machine
center. Further, with daily production being reported by machine number, along
with other pertinent data, a summary made of machine operating hours (preferably on tabulating equipment) is of great value to maintenance personnel in
determining whether or not a major overhaul is justifiable or how to schedule
preventive maintenance checks.
Die setting costs are very significant and incurred by regularly assigned personnel and also by individual members of the forging crew. An increase in die
setting time in indicative of lower machine operating time. Therefore, the
relationship between these two elements will indicate an optimum level based
on the complexity of a given job and can be useful in establishing budgets.
The current level on a daily, weekly or monthly basis is useful in highlighting
troublesome areas, whereupon corrective action can be promptly initiated.
Certain pieces of equipment consume various supplies in direct proportion
to the time they operate, e.g. steel shot used in blasting scale and rust from
forgings. Efficient usage of these commodities can be carefully measured and
controlled by comparison to machine operating hours. Also, methods of ordering
and storing the proper quantities of these items can be easily projected by use
of machine hours required to process future production schedules.
Plant capaciiy studies are also facilitated. All existing productive machines
represent a given number of available machine hours to produce parts suitable
for each type. It is a simple matter to evaluate budget volumes in terms of
machine hours required and measure the amount of overload or open capacity
by type and size of equipment. Current data of this nature is valuable through1362
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out the budget year in determining whether more business can be taken on or
in finding work for idle equipment.
L
Overhead Absorption; Cost of Sales; In Process Inventory
Overhead is absorbed at standard by application of absorption rates to
total net standard machine hours generated by machine center each month. The
standard machine hours are based on current work standard routings and the
absorption rates are those computed in the annual manufacturing overhead
budget.
Scrap is reported by the inspection department at the last operation through
which the part passed, with other information as to the department causing
the scrap and the type of defect. Since scrap is considered an element of manufacturing overhead, the most practical method of giving effect in costing is to
reduce the overhead absorption rates and thus not charge manufacturing overhead with scrap costs. This method requires that total scrap prices each month
be evaluated at their total machine hour value by machine center and these hours
deducted before absorbing overhead.
The most advantageous method from a time saving standpoint to cost
units sold has been found to be as follows:
Price out operational work standard routings by converting pieces per hour to
unit standard machine hours per part and apply the standard absorption rate to
arrive at unit stanrdard overhead cost per piece. Bear in mind that work
standards reflect for the most part actual conditions in the plant for processing a
given part.
Apply this unit overhead cost to pieces sold or returned to arrive at net cost
of standard overhead sold in a given period.
Evaluation of ending work -in- process inventories can be made in terms "pay
points" included, a "pay point" being the productive operation on which perpetual inventory records are maintained. For example, in the forging industry
a part may pass through an average of ten processing operations, whereas only
three are considered absolutely necessary as "pay points," i.e. shearing, the point
at which steel enters the plant, forging the most important conversion operation,
and shipping. The evaluation of ending inventories therefore entails the extension of pieces at each pay point by the unit overhead value (computed as
described above) to (1) pieces through the shear and forge points and (2) for
operations after the forge, a predetermined per cent of completion of operations
between the forge and shipping point. The latter computation assumes that
operations after forging are a certain per cent complete at any given time.
All elements costed can be tested by reversing transactions. For example,
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overhead absorbed each month resulted from the net standard machine hours
generated in each center, whereas all costs were computed by use of standards
which did not necessarily include all reoperations or non - recurring operations
actually performed in that period. For this reason, a variance will result which
can be measured and reconciled but for all practical purposes, is written off each
month. This test can be made as follows:
f XX

Current month ending inventory in process evaluated at standard
Add Back: Sales and net of other disbursements in current month at standard
Deduct:

+XXX

Beginning inventory in process evaluated at standard in previous month

— XX

Result equals overhead absorption at standard

$)=

By comparing the absorption above with the amount computed as described
earlier, the variance resulting can be netted out before booking final absorption
for the month.
More Accurate Costs
In summarizing, machine center overhead costing merely represents the refinement of costing and enables cost accountants to more accurately state the overhead content of a given part, as compared to an overall plant rate or even departmental rates. A system of this type is valuable where a number of vastly
different types and sizes of equipment are used to produce a given part. It is
obvious that, in a plant in which very little machinery is used or all is of the
same type and size, this system might yield no valuable results.
A system of this type requires rather voluminous clerical effort and control.
Hence, some modifications may be made after the system has been in use for a
few years. For example, assuming that machine center rates are valuable in establishing selling prices only, rates could be computed once each year at budget
time. All actual data can be reported throughout the year on a center basis.
However, a departmental rate may be entirely suitable for standard costing.
The system, then, is merely another means of tailoring the costing methods to
suit the needs of management. The best system is always the one derived from
the accountant's complete knowledge of conditions and his ability to express
financial data in a manner which will afford the greatest accuracy in product costs,
analysis of budget performance and the status of the company as shown in its
financial statement.
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Accounting for a Wholesale Grocery
by RUSSELL L. HAMMONS
Accountant and Office Manager for Muskegon Wholesale Co., Muskegon, Mich.

A broad picture of accounting for a cooperative wholesale grocer is
provided in this article, together with many of th e details, not only
of forms but also of the ways in which such forms, the procedures
they represent and the reports they result in or constitute cax effectively aid in profitable operations. Order, inventory, cash, and
cost control are among the topics covered.

HE FOOD DISTRIBUTION b u s i n e s s i s o n e o f t h e m o s t i m p o r t a n t f a c t o r s i n o u r

T economy. It affects everyone. Through constant effort in improving production, processing and packaging, and in reducing storage and handling costs of
foods, it has helped this country become the best fed in the history of the world.
The industry requires an accounting system which must be sensitive to constantly
(and rapidly) changing conditions. To serve the food distribution business,
accounting must necessarily be simple and direct and capable of results without
delay and with little expense.
The corporate organization is that of a cooperative. Each member is required
to purchase common stock and to contribute to a buying deposit fund. A buying
deposit contribution is required from each member as an investment in the business, based on volume of purchases. A weekly charge of one per cent of the
grocer's average weekly purchases is made for this purpose. This fund must accumulate until the fund amounts to two and a half times the average weekly
purchases from the warehouse. It constitutes a protection for accounts receivable
and a provision for working capital for the business.
Order a nd Inv olci ng Pro ced ure
We will not be concerned here with the general accounts except to note that
they are constructed along the lines of a merchandising firm. We are more concerned with the operations and accounting as related to them. In a wholesale
grocery business, the order taking, billing, and accounts receivable must be on a
weekly cycle. Most large concerns use a punched card system for billing and
maintaining accounts. Medium -size or small warehouses often use a manual billing system based on the order blank received from the grocer. Whichever is
used depends upon which is adapted to the particular need. The system described
AU G U S T , 1 9 5 7
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in this article will readily be recognized by warehouse operators as an adaption
of the so- called Dallas plan.
This business is highly competitive and margins for mark -ups are small. To
emphasize this and to attract business both new and old, a cost -plus selling price
order book (Exhibit 1) is recommended. It is designed to show the member-
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EXHIBIT 1

customer the base cost of each commodity, that is, list price less cash or trade
discount plus freight. To these prices the warehouse adds a mark -up. Staples
such as sugar, coffee, cigarettes, and tobacco, which are highly competitive, must
be sold at list less cash discount, with no mark -up added. Health and beauty
aids, not so keenly competitive, can be included in the order book with a sizeable profit included. The reason for this manner of presentation is to openly
proclaim a rock bottom selling price beneficial to the membership and as a
means for attracting new business. Volume is the basis for the plan.
The order book, published and revised weekly, is the basis for notifying the
grocer what he can purchase and at what price and provides him with a medium
for ordering. Each of the 4,000 different items stocked by the warehouse is
listed in the book. The grocer will check his stock and write after the appropriate item in the order book the number of cases he wants to purchase. Upon
completing his order, lie will write his name and address on the cover of the
book and either deliver or mail the order to the warehouse office. The order is
recorded on a weekly order record, showing the grocer's name and the time received. This is to ensure that all orders have been received, to facilitate truck
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loading, and to control the number of orders received each week from a member. Each is allowed one regular order and one pick -up per week.
The order is then relayed to the warehouse billing department which takes
the following steps:
I. The member's file is checked to see if
the order is to include orders taken by
salesmen and orders received from bulletins issued by the warehouse. If there
are orders on file, they are entered on
the order form just received from the

are at net cost, and enters the t otal on
the invoice. A mark -up is added to
cover warehouse operation. A total of
the pages, including items which are
billed at list less cash discount, is made
and entered on the invoice. Health and
beauty aids which already include a
mark -up are totalled and entered on a
separate line on the invoice. To complete the invoice with respect to items
purchased, the operator next totals all
grocery items and adds to i t the drug
items. This gives the total sale figure
for the invoice.

grocer.
2. Book prices are changed to reflect emergency price changes to staples or to
correct errors.
3. A billing clerk then draws a red line
through any item she knows to be an
"out ".
(These items are entered in a
master book throughout the week to
keep her informed.)

The delivery charge is next calculated.
Each area to which delivery is to be
made has a predetermined delivery
rate. For example: in the city i t is
3/q per cent, up to 30 miles I percent, etc. It is based on the monetary
value of the sale and is included as a
separate item on the invoice.
Also
added to the invoice for col lection purposes is an amount for the buying deposit previously mentioned and a prorate cost for newspaper advertising and
window posters. To the total of these
items are added any outstanding amounts
due from the customer, deducting any
open credit memos. The driver is expected to collect the total indicated at
the bot tom of the i nvoic e.

4. The customer's name is hand written on
an invoice form and forwarded to the
accounts receivable clerk for additional
information, such as the amounts for
drop shipm ents to be collected, delivery
rates, advertising charges, buying deposit, and service charges. ( A drop
shipment results when merchandise is
ordered expressly for a member and is
delivered to him directly from the vendor. The merchandise is paid for by the
warehouse and billed to the member.
This must be collected with the next
regular shipment from the warehouse.)
Invoices issued by the warehouse are a
summary invoice and statement combined.

7. Sales are recorded by item, by placing
a cut out form (Exhibit 2) over each
page of the order just before it leaves
the office. This form is made of heavy,
rigid paper exac tly duplic ating the order
form excepti ng that the item descri ption
is omitted and t he quantit y order ed column is cut out entirely. The quantity

5. A key driven calculator is used to total
each page of t he order book (of which
there will be approximately 30 pages).
This is then to be passed to another operator for verification of the figures.
Af ter double - checking, the second operator takes a total of t he pages, which
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of each item sold is noted on the cut
out form and summarized at the end of
the week for recording on the inventory stock cards.
8. The original copy of the invoice is retained as an office copy and a duplicate

is sent out as the customer's copy. The
original order book is attached to the
duplicate and triplicate of the invoice
and sent to the warehouse for filling.
A triplicate is returned signed by the
customer, along with the remittance.

Controlling Inventories
To maintain a position for favorable selling, the inventory condition of a
warehouse must have constant attention. This means an accurate, up to date inventory record for use of the buyers to watch movement of merchandise, price
trends, deals, conditions of shipment, and lead time required in ordering. The
accountant must help management to control purchasing or the cash position of
the company may suffer and the working fund will be tied up in a large inventory. We must begin with an inventory stock card which is simple, yet effective. It should cover a two -year period and provide space on the front for
showing a complete description of the commodity, the date and quantity ordered, record of quantity received, weekly sales and weekly balance on hand.
Maximum quantity of stock is also provided for. A grocery warehouse
may carry from 3,000 to 4,000 different commodities, a card tray system
is recommended. This is a manual system. A cost analysis showed in this instance that this method was more economical than a machine application.
The back of the stock card contains cost records for the particular item. This
includes date of the latest cost, list price, the unit involved, trade and cash discounts, deals or promotions affecting cost, amount of freight, freight rate, base
cost, selling price, retail price guide and cash- and -carry selling price. Also on
the card is indicated the name of the manufacturer and broker. Bookings with
canneries or mills are also recorded on the card, against which the buyer places
his orders. The stock card is used by the buyer to control his stock and place his
orders. A purchase order is typed directly from the tray from the information
put there by the buyer. He has indicated in pencil under the "ordered" column,
the amount for which the purchase order is to be made.
It is interesting to note here that a buyer in the wholesale grocery business
also serves a function much like that of production control in a manufacturing
company. He is responsible for the ordering, storing, availability and movement of the items assigned to him.
Other Points of Control
Close watch on cash outlay is also essential. In line with this, an estimated
value is placed on each purchase order. The orders are then entered daily on a
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"record of purchase orders placed" form and the amounts entered under the
caption for the week delivery is expected and, further, under a caption to accumulate the amount ordered for each buyer. A weekly total of these amounts is
used to estimate expenditures for a "status of cash funds" record. This record
should be projected ahead for six weeks to ensure that cash will be available to
meet the financial obligations as they arise. The figures are reported to the general manager at the end of each week to keep him abreast of developments. An
estimated stock inventory is included. Of course, purchase orders must be used
for all expenditures as they arise.
To maintain a favorable cash position, it is necessary to sell on a c.o.d. basis.
This policy will also serve to protect members who have a tendency for going
into debt. The grocer's largest single outlay will be for merchandise and, if he
is on a "pay -as- you -go" plan, he will usually be in a healthy financial condition.
Returns and allowances are a constant battle. It is necessary to set a policy that
the grocer obtain written permission from the warehouse before returning merchandise. Othewise, he will return old, unsalable stock, or slow- moving items
or something on which he has overstocked. Not only will the warehouse be
crowded with "dogs ", but the grocer's buying habits will become careless and
slipshod. After the grocer has obtained return permission from the buyer of
the item, the truck driver will pick up the item and give him a receipt for it.
A copy of the receipt will go to the office, which will then issue a credit memo.
Credits will readily be issued for shortages or damage attributed to the warehouse. Minor damage, breakage, shrinkage, or spoilage is covered by an annual
1 /10 per cent of purchases, which is refunded to the members for this purpose.
A multitude of credit memos are eliminated in this manner. Allowances to
grocers for quantity purchasing is discouraged. Absence of this inducement is
compensated by the distribution of patronage rebates at the end of the fiscal
year on the basis of purchases from the warehouse.
Incoming merchandise is another area in which control is important. The
purchase order is issued as a set of four. The original goes to the vendor,
duplicate to the office and triplicate and quadruplicate to the receiving clerk.
When a purchase confirmation (or acknowledgment) is received in the mail, it
is immediately checked as to quantity, price, and terms against the office copy
of the purchase order. Any discrepancies are called to the buyer's attention
at once. Upon receipt of merchandise, the receiving clerk goes to his file of
orders placed to obtain the receiving and tally sheet copies. He removes the
tally sheet and checks the incoming items for quantity, pack and size, and description, filling in at the bottom the date received, who received, and information as to carrier, weight, etc. He then writes this information on the
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receiving report copy of the purchase order carefully noting how quantities received compare to quantities ordered. Any significant differences are reported
to the buyer of the item. All merchandise received must have been covered by
a purchase order or it cannot be received.
The receiving report is next routed to the inventory-cost clerk for posting to
the inventory tray card for verifying pricing, discounts, and terms agreed upon
when the order was placed. As the clerk has a duplicate copy of the vendor's
invoice, the receiving report, the inventory card, and the price and quantity
paid for can be checked at once. Price differences and questions as to deals or
promotions can be referred to the buyer at this time. Price changes are posted
to the card and a new cost computed. A green tag is then clipped to the card
and the selling price later determined by the buyer when he reviews his items.
At this time a change is also made to a copy of the latest order book held by the
buyer for this purpose. The order book addressograph master is then changed
on the next Wednesday. New items or changes in pack are also listed to be included in the next order book published. If an item is shipped short or omitted
entirely, a back order is originated by the inventory-cost clerk. Claims are also
made up for loss or damage to incoming merchandise. As the majority of shipments are prepaid, a debit memo is issued to the vendor to which is attached
the freight bill, bill of lading and inspection report. This serves to effect an
immediate collection and eliminates the necessity for further attention.
Accounts Payable and Accounts Receivable
A bookkeeping machine completes the system admirably, making the accounts
payable operation very simple. The accounts payable ledger is omitted and the
l i a b i l i t y i s se t u p a t t h e e n d o f t h e m o n t h fr o m a l i st i n g o f u n p a i d i n v o i c e s a n d

unbilled receiving reports. The check is written by the machne and at the same
time by use of a carbon, a combined purchase journal and check register is
printed. (Exhibit 3) By use of number codes, the account distribution is made
and summarized at the end of the run. As the checks are written in number
sequence, this form is used for the bank account reconciliation. After the checks
have been written for the day, the amount is entered on a daily bank balance
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form, to which also has been entered the cash receipts for the day. This provides
a daily bank balance which is adjusted to actual at the close of each month.
The accounts receivable operation must provide for a Sales Distribution (Exhibit 4) to account for all invoices and to analyze sales as to frozen foods,
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cigarettes, dry groceries, and health and beauty aids. These are major sales items
requiring special attention. It must also accumulate, through the sales distribution, totals of each grocer's payments to his buying deposit fund. In addition,
advertising charges, delivery charges, and service charges must be accumulated as
control figures. Credit memos must be analyzed to secure a net sales. An
accounts receivable ledger card (Exhibit 5), which will at all times maintain
a balance due, must be utilized. Also, the grocer's investment in his buying
deposit and his total purchases for the year for health and beauty aids and total
over all purchases for the year, must be accumulated. As he may have several
orders a week, it is necessary to know at once, for collection purposes, amounts
owing the company. Collection must always be made on the next shipment.
Total purchases by the grocer for the year are used as a base for paying him
patronage rebates.
Cost and Cost Control Problems
A cost system such as found in industry is not practical for a warehouse, or
even applicable. With an order book system, it is usually not advisable to cost
each shipment. The selling price is computed as cost plus a constant percentage,
but this does not apply to all items. It has been stated that highly competitive
staples such as coffee, sugar, canned milk, cigarettes and tobacco must be sold
A C
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at list. The mark -up pattern is set largely by competition. To be a leader in the
wholesale grocery business, you must face this problem and tighten your belt
accordingly. This lid on selling prices places the burden for operating profitably
on the following factors:
I. Buying in volume. This means full truck
or carloads.
2. Securing and taking advantage of every
deal or promotional allowance possible.
This might be in terms of 10¢ off per
can or package, free merchandise such
as I case free with each 10 purchased,
or banded sales where one unit is purchased at the regular price and the second unit for I¢. These price advantages
need not always be passed along to the
customer.
3. Taking advantage of stock protection by
the vendor for price declines.

4. Fulfilment of all advertising contracts to
obtain the ultimate income from this
source.
5. Having sufficient working funds to take
the cash discount on every invoice paid.
6. A one -story warehouse properly equipped
with labor saving devices.
7. The lowest possible operating costs, including material handling at the utmost
in efficiency.
8. Elimination of all unnecessary costs, i.e.,
frills, elaborate systems, etc.
9. Sufficient capitalization to keep interest
payments at a minimum.

A shipment cannot be considered profitable on the basis of its money value
alone but, rather, on the pattern of kinds of merchandise included in the sale.
It is best, therefore, to make individual studies or analysis of typical orders.
These can be classed as to size, large ones being $5,000 to $25,000 per week,
medium $1,000 to $5,000 per week, the small $200 to $1,000 per week. Useful as a base are the hours the order spends in the warehouse for assembly and
shipping. All operating costs can be totalled, and applied to the total warehouse
direct hours to arrive at a theoretical cost rate per hour. The warehouse dispatching clerk can keep the time required for this special purpose.
A close record must be kept of advertising performance. Each contract with
a vendor must be recorded. This is best shown on an analysis sheet listing the
contract, the dates or period covered by it, the amount of newspaper space that
must be devoted to it, the amount to be paid and a space showing the scheduled
date for the placing of the ads. After the required advertising has been made
in the newspaper, a tear sheet (copy of the ad) is attached to an invoice to
the vendor. The invoice number is written on the sheet opposite the contract
number to indicate that the contract has been fulfilled.
Another major expense item requiring special attention is trucking expense.
It has been referred to in the description of invoicing procedure. A predetermined
rate of 3/4 per cent of the grocery items has been set for city deliveries, 1 per
cent up to 30 miles, 11 /2 per cent from 30 to 70 miles, and 2 per cent over
70 miles. These rates are sufficient to cover the trucking cost but must be reviewed periodically. The rates are important when contracting prospective
members, as delivery cost of his merchandise is an important factor as to whether
he can meet competition.
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EXHIBIT 6

System May Need Change With Size of Operation
The accounting plan outlined in the foregoing pages will serve the small
or medium size grocery warehouse. Larger warehouses may have to further
departmentalize and go into a more complicated accounting system. This may
mean utilizing the latest in mechanized accounting. Store engineering, store
accounting, and store financing may be desirable.
The basic functions of a retailer -owned wholesale grocery warehouse are shown
in the chart (Exhibit 6) in which there will be recognized many of the functions
to which observations have been directed in this article. As in any other business, the accountant must ever be vigilant to the challenge of difficult competition and constantly changing conditions, using cost information adaptably and
wisely, and aggressively where this will count for profit.
AU G U S T , 1 9 5 7
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Accounting for Non-Taxable Sick Benefits
by F. L. LILLEY
Supervisor, Payroll Department, Tennessee Eastman Company, Division of Eastman Kodak Company
Kingsport, Tennessee

Determining and properly accounting for nontaxable sick benefits
presents a digrult and time - consuming problem for the industrial
accountant. Whether or not taxes should be withheld on exempt
sick benefits is a question facing all employers. In this article the
author explains how his company solved the problem and created
employee good will in doing so.

O industrial accountanttasksis thatof theof
NE

OF

THE

MAJOR

assembling information on employee
benefit programs and maintaining
those records which will properly reflect the operations of the plans in conformity with Federal, state and local
requirements. In this area, the enactment of a seemingly simple and equitable law may, nevertheless, create a
difficult problem for the industrial
accountant.
Section 105 of the 1 R C:
Purpose and Problems

An example of such a law is found
in Section 105 of the Internal Revenue
Code of 1954, which exempts from
income taxes sick benefits not in excess of $ 1 0 0 per week paid under a
wage continuation plan. The exemption does not apply to the first seven
days of absence unless the employee is
injured or hospitalized for at least one
day. Section 105 also provides that
benefits paid under a group accident
insurance policy must be included in
1574

gross income of the recipient to the
extent that they are applicable to the
premium paid by the employer. The
$100 weekly exemption, of course, is
applicable to such benefits.
This new provision in the 1954
Code appears justified since, prior to
its enactment, employees receiving
benefits through an insured plan received such benefits tax free, while
employees receiving benefits through
an insured company wage continuation
plan had to pay income taxes on their
benefits. The 1954 Code was passed
by Congress on August 16, 1954 but,
because of the many administrative
and accounting complications arising in
connection with it, final regulations
pertaining to Section 105 were not
issued until December 31, 1955.
They provide that the employer may
withhold taxes on the exempt benefits
or he may elect not to withhold, provided certain prescribed records are
kept. In figuring how much of the
sick pay is tax free and not subject
to withholding, the employer may
either take into account only payments
N.A .A . BU LL ET IN

made by him directly to the employee
or he may consider amounts paid by
him together with any payments made
by an insurance company to the employee.
This freedom of choice was included in the regulations because it
was apparent during the hearings held
prior to the issuance of the regulations
that some employers do not want to
assume aditional work in connection
with sick benefits, while other employers prefer that the taxes withheld
correspond as closely as possible to the
employee's taxable income. As we have
always been interested in the welfare
of our employees, we did not want to
withhold taxes on tax - exempt benefits
during a period of illness when the
employee often needs additional funds.
We also wanted to assist our employees
in determining the exact amount of
nontaxable benefits received.
We faced an especially difficult problem, because we have a wage continuation plan for employees who are paid
on a weekly or monthly basis. This
plan provides benefits equal to regular
wages, beginning with the first day of
absence. In addition, we have a contributory accident and health insurance
plan which provides benefits beginning
with the eighth day of disability.
Under this latter plan, the employee
receives 60 per cent of his weekly
wages up to a maximum of $60 a
week, from the insurance company. In
other words, our benefit plans are
somewhat unusual in that an employee
A U G U S T , 19 57

absent due to sickness may receive his
full wages under his wage continuation
plan, in addition to which he will receive up to $60 a week from the insurance company beginning with the
eighth day.
It was immediately apparent that,
were we to furnish our employees with
information needed for their personal
income tax returns, it would be necessary for us to consider the payments
made by the insurance company to the
employees when computing payments
not subject to withholding. The fact
that the portion of the insurance payments applicable to the employer's contribution is included in gross income
also made it clear that the average
employee could not be expected to
determine his nontaxable sick benefits
without assistance.
Meeting Record-Keeping
Requirements
The regulations provide that all
employers with a wage continuation
plan must keep records showing the
dates when each period of absence
began and ended and the amount of
weekly rate of each payment made by
the company to the employee. The
regulations further provide that, if the
employer does not withhold taxes on
exempt payments, he must maintain
records showing the following information:
I. The amount of each payment and the
exempt part.
2. Facts showing that the payment is
1575

exempt, e.g., a written statement from

sence due to illness are not exempt
unless the employee was injured or
hospitalized during the sick period, it

the employee as to the injury or sickness or hospitalization or other information that the employer reasonably believes is accurate and acceptable as a
basis for making payments.

is necessary that the records of absences, not only show the length of

Inasmuch as benefits received for
the first seven calendar days of an ab-

absence but whether or not the em-
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ployee was injured or hospitalized.
The method we developed to accumulate the required data and to maintain
these records is outlined in the paragraphs which follow.
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Our basic record is bi- weekly form
called�Record�of�Hours�Worked�—Special Payroll Distribution. Both sides
of a completed sample of this form
are shown as Exhibit 1. This form is
filled out daily by the employee and
turned in to the payroll department at
the end of each two -week period. In
case of absence due to illness, the employee's supervisor completes the form
daily. It will be noted that we are
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using a symbol " X " to indicate sickness where the employee was neither
injured or hospitalized and the symbol
'm " N " for sickness where the employee
W was injured or hospitalized. On the
example shown, the employee, John
Doe, was absent due to illness from
Monday through Thursday. The symbol " N " on Friday indicates that the
employee went to the hospital on that
day. The symbol "RN" for Saturday
and Sunday indicates that these days

F

were normal days of rest and that the
employee was hospitalized on those
days.
A record of absence due to sickness
is kept in the payroll department for
each employee on a form called Salary
Roll Record of Sickness. This form is
shown as Exhibit 2. The form shows
the amounts paid under our wage continuation plan and also the taxable
amounts paid under our insured plan.
1577

Provisions have also been made for
determining amounts for Federal Insurance Contributions Act purposes.
It may be well to mention that we use
a 13- period calendar year, each four
week period beginning on a Monday.
Upon receipt of the approved record
of hours worked the lost time is posted
by the payroll department in symbol
form to the record of sickness. In the
example shown, it is recorded that
John Doe has been absent two full
weeks and that he was hospitalized on
Friday of the first week. Inasmuch as
the employee was hospitalized, he is
eligible for the maximum of $100 exempt sickness for each of the two
weeks.
The weekly amount paid under our
wage continuation plan is based on the
regular scheduled forty hour week. The
maximum number of weeks of allowance varies from one to twenty-six per
employment year, depending upon
length of service. Because John Doe is
eligible for at least two weeks, sickness
allowance of 80 hours has been entered
in Column 1. The hourly rate of $3 is
entered in Column 2 and Column 3
shows total earnings for the two week
period as $240. Inasmuch as the employee was hospitalized during his absence, he is eligible for the maximum
sickness alowance in the first week as
well as in the second, and 80 hours is,
therefore, shown in Column 4. The
exemption of $100 a week equals
$2.50 per hour for a forty hour week
and the employee is entitled to an ex1578

emption of 80 hours at $2.50 per hour
or a total of $200, which amount is
entered in Column 5.
Approximately 61 per cent of the
accident and health premium is paid
for by the employer and, therefore, 61
per cent of the benefits received by the
employee must be taken into consideration, together with the payments made
under the wage continuation plan in
arriving at the $100 a week pay exemption. At the time the card is
posted, we have usually not been informed of the benefits paid by the
insurance carrier for the same period
of illness but we anticipate this payment. The insurance policy provides
for benefits of $60 per week beginning
with the second week but, since the
employer contributed 61 per cent of
the premium, 61 per cent of $60, or
$36.60, must be included in the employee's taxable gross income. This
amount is shown in Column 6.
Subtracting of Column 6 from Column 5 results in an amount of $163.40
which represents the net sickness allowance not taxable. This amount is entered in Column 7 and is deducted, as
an exception, from gross pay when
arriving at the amount of U. S. income
taxes to be withheld on payments to
the employee.
At the end of the month, we receive
a tabulated listing of insurance benefits paid to all our employees and
verify our estimate with the amount
actually paid. Any necessary adjustments are entered in Columns 6 and 7.
N.A .A . B UL LET IN

However, we do not adjust subsequent
withholdings on U. S. income taxes,
since the amounts are usually small and
the final adjustment will take care of
the tax when the employee files his
income tax return. The yearly totals of
Column 7 provide the net amount of
exempt sickness allowance and this
amount is reported to the employee
early in January.
Our medical department maintains
complete records covering all illnesses
of employees. In addition to providing
doctors and nurses on the premises, we
also have visiting nurses who make
regular calls on all employees who are
absent because of illness. The nurses
also assist the employee in preparing
claim forms for benefits payable under
the contributory insured accident and
health plan.
Uses of Exact Computation of
Nontaxable Benefits
We have now used the system described for some time and we are con-

AUGUST, 1957

vinced that the decision to compute
currently the nontaxable sick benefits
to the penny was a wise one. Although
the additional work is considerable, we
feel that it is warranted by the results
obtained. As we see it, we are rendering a valuable service to our employees
which assures them that they are getting the benefit of all the exemptions
they are entitled to. The Internal Revenue Service has saved innumerable
hours in audits because its representatives know they can rely on the amount
of non - taxable sick benefits we report
to our employees. Last but not least,
when we give the employees their
statement of tax - exempt sick benefits
early in January, the work is finished.
If we did not supply them the information in a routine manner, we believe
that they would come to the payroll
department later at odd times with
frequent requests which would disrupt
the routine workings of the department.
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Controlling Inventories By Value—
and Other—Classifications
by F. C. GOSEWISCH
Assistant Inventory Controller, Nordberg Manufacturing Company, Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Two terms are prominent in this article and identify recommended
techniques for so classifying the contents of inventory that time i t
.raved in getting at important areas of controT.l The terms, elaborated
upon to this paper, are "fractionation" and "stratification," the former
a means of inventory breakdown and the latter a means of matching
inventory detail with requirements detail.

inventory
T manager are manyof andan varied.
To
HE

PROBLEMS

the production and sales personnel,
there is never enough stock and, to
the financial control personnel, there
is always too much money tied up in
inventory. Today, in any inventory,
there are some items about which the
production and sales people are correct and others about which the financial people are correct. Tomorrow or
next month will not be essentially different, but the items about which these
groups complain may be. The bearings
which production was crying for yesterday will be overflowing the bin
tomorrow.
The techniques to be described in
this article are not designed to eliminate such problems, but they are designed to identify items which require corrective action. The procedures are not controls. They are techniques for finding the exceptions to
permit the application of management by exception to the field of inventory control. How to manage the
1580

exceptions is a problem to be dealt
with by each inventory manager. Most
of what follows is not new. For ten
years the General Electric Company
has promoted "ABC analysis," a basic
concept included in the techniques.
The type of report described later on
has been utilized by the Navy for at
least five years. However, I am not
aware of any publication which correlates the use of high to low sequencing and the apportionment of
inventories and incorporates them in a
single concept for inventory management. The present article endeavors
to do this.
Because of its ability to sort and
classify, tabulating equipment is highly
desirable in applying the techniques
described. If the company has no tabulating equipment, it may be wise to
consider sub - contracting the keypunching, computation, sorting and listing
operations necessary to this analysis,
since several by- products of this study,
which will be explained later, are
available.
N.A .A . B UL LET IN

Value: 40 Units x $ 4 = $160

+

2 Months

Assume that a company desires to
employ different methods or degrees
of control in accordance with the
value of usage for each item. The first
A U G U S T , 1957

3 Months

40 Units -j- 60 Units
(3 mo. x 20 /mo.)
+

=
=

Quantity: 2 mo. x 20 /mo.

$240 (60 Units x $4)

=
=

Lead Time

Stockage Objective
Time: 6 Turns per Annum

I. Inventory commitment is the sum of materials on hand and on order. It can be
exl.->ressed as a measure of quantity or
as a measure of value.
2. Stockage objective is the amount of
stock on hand which would produce a
theoretical optimum turnover ratio. In
terms of time in months, stockage objective is computed as twelve months divided by the objective turnover ratio. In
terms of quantity, it is the amount of
usage during that period of time or the
amount of stock necessary to satisfy requirements during that period of time.
3. Requisitioning objective can be expressed
as a measure of quantity, value, or time.
It is equal to the inventory commitment
quantity which would produce a theoretical optimum turnover ratio. In terms
of quantity, it is the sum of the stockage
objective and the usage during lead
time. In terms of time, it is the stockage
objective period plus the lead time. For
example, if the estimated usage of an
item costing $4 per unit is 20 units per
month and the desired turnover ratio is
6 turns per annum and the lead time for
acquiring the item is 3 months, then the
requisitioning objective is computed as
follows:

=

We start by observing that, in any
group of random values, the largest
portion of the total value will be made
up of a relatively small portion of the
number of values comprising the total.
Conversely, a large number of the
random values will make up only a
small portion of the total value. This
fact is simple but highly relevant.
Once this relationship is thoroughly
understood, a wide range of application can be observed. If properly applied, it is an extremely effective
management tool and its first use
in the field of inventory control has
been to segregate items into homogenous groups in order to use separate
methods of control for each group. The
widest application of this technique
has been to select groups of items
having similar value characteristics.
(This is General Electric's ABC
Analysis.)
This is fractionation. It is the process of dividing any list of random
values into distinct segments based on
a similarity of the value characteristics
of the items in each segment. The seg-

ments are called fractions. The process
involved is to sort the random values
into high -to -low sequence and to divide the entire list into fractions.
Each fraction will then represent a
group of items having similar value
characteristics. Before describing the
technique of applying this principle to
inventory management, three terms
must be defined:

=

Technique l: Fractionation

Requisitioning
Objective
5 Months
100 Units
$400

step is to design an analysis form
which will include:
I. Part number of each piece.
2. Estimated annual usage quantity
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3. A single unit cost per piece.
4. The value of anticipated usage.
5. The accumulated value of usage, item
by item.
6. A sequence number.

The next step is to punch into the
cards the part number, anticipated
usage quantity and unit cost. Inasmuch
as this is an analysis and not a part
of the company's accounting system,
an average unit cost should be used,
regardless of the cost system employed
for accounting purposes. This study
is for purposes of control, not for accounting. On completion of this step,
the value of the anticipated usage is

computed mechanically and this value
punched into the cards. The cards are
then sorted to sequence, high to low,
on the value of anticipated usage.
The cards are sequence numbered, the
highest valued item numbered 'one ",
the next highest "two ", etc., and the
accumulated value of usage, item by
item, is punched into the cards.
A listing of these cards is then
made, which would appear somewhat
as shown in Exhibit 1. In the example
shown, ten thousand items were analyzed with a total anticipated usage
of $1,000,000. If Item Number 2 , 0 0 0

H IG H TO LO W S E Q U E N C E LIS TIN G F O R

Part No.

To t a l
Us a ge
Va lu e

Annual

Annual
Us age
Qu an tity

Un it
Cost

F R A C TIO N A TI O N

Us a ge
Value

12345
45 6 7 8
54 3 2 1
333 33

$1,000.00
.10
18. 00
170 .00

20
190, 000
1,0 00
100

$20,000.00
19.000.00
18,000.00
17,000.00

45454
78 78 7
98 76 5

3.00
.25
24.00

100
1,0 00
10

76 54 3
91475
45654

.03
.01
.01

1
2
1

$

Seq u en ce
Nu mb er

20,000.00
39,000.00
57,000.00
74,000.00

1
2
3
4

30 0. 00
250.00
240.00

799,750.00
800,000.00
800,240.00

1999
20 00
2001

.03
.02
.01

999,999.97
999,999.99
1, 000, 000. 00

99 9 8
99 9 9
10000

EXHIBIT t

is examined, it will appear that the listing and, probably, a graph. A graph
accumulated value of usage at that would present a picture similar to that
point in the listing is approximately shown in Exhibit 2. From the graph
$800,000. In other words, 20 per cent or statistical analysis, the company is
of the items will account for about in a position to fractionate in accord80 per cent of the usage value.
ance with the methods of control it
The next step in this study is to desires to employ. In the example
prepare a statistical analysis of the shown, the inventory manager could
1582
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continuing and costly project. By obtaining these data on a limited number of items and examining them for
cost reduction or lead -time reduction
possibilities, the major portion of potential savings can be achieved through
analysis of only a minor portion of
the parts and operations concerned. In
the example, the A items could be
examined first and then a study made
of the B items. Other by- products of
fractionation as illustrated includes
making it practical to:
EXHIBIT 2

select the "break- points" as shown on
the graph (symbolized by 'Y'.) Thus
5 per cent of the items would be in
the first fraction, 15 per cent in the
next fraction, 30 per cent in the next,
and 50 per cent in the last. These
fractions could be identified in order
as Fractions A, B, C, and D.
The primary goal of fractionation
in this application is to reduce operating costs by minimizing the cost of
holding inventory on high- usage -value
items and minimizing the cost of
running out of stock and the cost of
acquisition on low- usage -value items.
A by- product of such a study is that
an area is thus defined in which cost
reduction will be most effective. Although it is undoubtedly desirable to
know more exactly cost variations due
to quantity manufactured or purchased, setup costs, manufacturing
costs, costs of possession, etc, the collection and maintenance of such information on all items involves a long,
AUGUST, 1957

I. Vary or eliminate the cycle time of
physical inventories in accordance with
the relative value of the items in each
fraction.
2. Assign a higher calibre personnel to the
more important items.

Technique 2: Stratification
After conducting the analysis and
assigning a letter designation for each
fraction, the objective turnover ratio
for each should be established. Assume that the inventory manager in
the hypothetical case elected to assign
turnover ratios (and therefore stock age objective time periods) as follows:

Fraction
A
B
C
D

Desired
Turnover
Per Year

Stockage
Obiecf ive

6
4
3
2

2 Months
3 "
4 "
6 "

Turns
"
"
"

It then becomes possible to employ
a technique called stratification. This
is the Navy's terminology for the
formalized procedure for matching inventory assets against item require1383

ITEMS

LISTING

FOR

ST RAT IF ICAT ION

Pr i m a r y C o l u m n s
(2)
In ven t or y
C o m m i t m e nt
Value

( 3)
C o m m i t m e nt
to meet
R equi r em ent s

( 4)

10000 $40. 00
10005 36Q 00
10010
8. 00

$48. 00
350.00
8. 00

$40. 00
350.00
8. 00

$8. 00

180.00

72. 00

108.00

( 5)

Excess

O
10.00
-

-

-

-

$

D ef i c i enc y

-

(l)
Requi s i ti oni ng
P a r t Obj ect i ve
No.
Value

72. 00

$98o, 0 00. 00 ,

$

(7)
Incr eas e - Forec ast
over Ac t ual
10.00
2. 00

100.00

1, 002, 875, 04

$Z 20, 000. 00

$20, 000 . 00

Columns
(8)
D ec r eas e F or ec as t U nd er Ac t u al
40. 00

28. 00

-

99990
T ot al :

( 6)
Pr evi o us
Ac t ual Use
30.00
40 0 . 0 0
6. 00

$

Par t N o.
10000
10005
10010

$

Added

-

1, 200, 000. 00

-

$

T ot al s :
1, 000, 000. 00

$

$

-

99990

$1, 000. 0a

$3 , 0 00 . 0 0

EXHIBIT 3

ments. It is the means of identifying
stock with the purpose for which it
is held or acquired. For purposes
here, stratification w i l l be defined as
the comparison of one set of values
against another set of values and the
classification of the differences resulting from this comparison. The classifications will be called strata. The
analysis forms, which have been
mentioned, can be used to prepare a
highly effective stratification report.
The cards will already show the first
two items below and the remainder
should be supplied:
I. Requisitioning objective value
2. Inventory commitment value
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3. Inventory commitment to meet requirements (the lower of No. I and No. 2)
4. Assets in excess of requirements (the
difference between No.'s I and 2 if the
inventory commitment is larger)
5. Shortage of assets to meet requirements
(the difference between No.'s I and 2
if the requisitioning objective is larger)

A listing of all items as shown on
the cards would constitute the stratification report, which would appear
somewhat as in Exhibit 3. To obtain
the maximum effectiveness of this
technique, the stratification procedure
should be conducted on a cyclic basis.
The cycle time, however, is a variable
factor, the length of the cycle being
dependent on the stockage objective
period. Therefore, a stratification reN.A .A . B UL LET IN

port should be prepared for each
fraction. In the example, the A fraction would be stratified every two
months, the B fraction every three
months, the C fraction every four
months, and the D fraction every six
months. Thus, the length of the cycle
decreases as the value increases and
increases as the number of items in
each fraction increases.

in

When conducting stratification analyses on a cyclic basis, the quantity
actually used during the previous requisitioning objective period can be
included in the analysis form. Converting this quantity to usage value permits the comparison of actual usage
to anticipated requirements in a way
similar to that by which inventory
commitment is compared to requirements. This will require adding Columns 6, 7, and 8 to the stratification
report, as shown at the bottom of
Exhibit 3. Two final columns are obtained by subtracting previous actual
Column 6, from the requisiusage
tioning objective value in Column 1
and posting positive answers in Column 7 and negative answers in Column 8.
This report not only gives the inventory manager a comprehensive analysis of the effectiveness of the inventory commitment but also identifies some of the exceptions he must
manage. These exceptions are found
in the strata report columns "excess"
and "deficiency", as well as in the
"over" and "under" actual -to- forecast
A U G U S T , 1957

comparison. On the basis of this report, it is possible to perform the
basic inventory control functions, i.e.,
the determination of when to order,
and how much to order. If these functions are performed on such a basis,
all items in the deficiency stratum
should be ordered in quantity equal
to the deficiency plus stockage objective. However, for any items for
which the lead time is substantially
less than the stockage objective period,
this practice will tend to maintain inventories at a level higher than necessary. For this reason, the inventory
manager should rely on mathematically
determined re -order points and economical lot quantities, and use the deficiency stratum only as a guide -post
in the performance of these functions.
To further the effectiveness of a
stratification report, the technique of
fractionation should be applied to
each stratum. The values appearing in
these strata will be random values and,
as such, are subject to the relationship
basic to fractionation. Therefore, by
fractionating the "excess" stratum, the
20 per cent of such items producing
at least 80 per cent of the total "excess" value can be identified and examined to determine whether surplus
disposal or rescheduling action should
be taken. The ultimate in this process
would be to analyze all such items,
but the greatest dollar value of "excess" can be studied by examination
of only a limited number of items.
This analysis is designed to identify
1585

such items. Similar fractionation of
the "deficiency" stratum will identify
the high dollar value items for which
additional orders might be required.
By fractionating the "over" values
from the actual -to- forecast comparison, the limited number of wide variations can be examined for error,
change in usage trend, or possible reclassification of the items to another
f raction.
Going Further With
Stratification and Fractionation
Through the use of a multiple
punched card procedure, stratification
reports can be prepared to furnish
very detailed studies. Inventory commitment quantities can be punched as
two separate figures, on hand and on
order. Similarly, requisitioning objective quantity can be shown as two
figures, stockage objective and lead
time usage. A stratification report prepared from these figures can be designed to show for each item:
I. Value of on hand to meet stockage objective.
2. Value of on hand to meet lead -time
usage.
3. Value of on hand in excess of requisitioning objective.
4. Value of on order to meet stockage objective.
5. Value of on order to meet lead -time
usage.
6. Value of on order in excess of requisitioning objective.
7. Value of deficiency in on hand and on
order to meet stockage objective.
8. Value of deficiency in on hand and on
order to meet lead -time usage.

The detail of the procedure for the
preparation of this type of stratification is quite complex, but the report
1386

is capable of preparation by either
manual or mechanical methods. After
the procedure is established, subsequent cyclic reports become routine
operations and the mathematical steps
involved are limited to addition and
subtraction functions.
The technique of fractionation is
not limited to the sorting of values.
For purposes of establishing control
methods, high to low sequence sorts
can be made on the basis of volume
of issues, frequency of issues, lead
time, or such other criteria as the manager may select. Further, combinations
are possible, such as the combination
of usage value and volume of usage. A
simple example of such a combination would produce the fractions:
I.
2.
3.
4.

High value— high volume
High value —low volume
Low value —high volume
Low value —low volume

When a large number of fractions
for control purposes are used, the
stratification of such fractions can be
made by including all fractions having the same stockage objective in one
report, even though the control method
is different for each fraction.
The inventory manager who pursues this approach to inventory management by exception will discover that
the number of strata and fractions that
can be obtained will be limited only
by his imagination and that a large
part of his problem will be to select
from the available data those statistics
from which the best management decisions can be made.
N.A .A . BU LL ET IN

A Program for Records Survival
by CHARLES T. UTT
Budget Director, International Textbook Co., Scranton, Pennsylvania

The present article delineates an approach not only to records management but also their protection and e§iicient storage, An example of
a cost comparison of equipment alternatives is given and classification
of records for the purpose of determining retention values is illustrated.

WW

%ITHOUT

RECORDS

PRESERVED

through the ages, a written history

of mankind would be impossible. For
historical purposes, records and the
keys to their translation are indispensable. Egyptian hieroglyphics and preserved diagrams of the Phoenician alphabet are excellent examples of historical records without which much of
the valuable past would have been lost
to mankind. The Bible is a record that
has been preserved for centuries. Each
generation succeeds in uncovering just
a little bit more of the past and adds
it to the record to bring our current
evaluation of the past up to date. The
recent discovery of the Dead Sea
Scrolls, and their importance in the
interpretation of the Bible, is an example of the value of preserved documents which have survived the ravages
of time and the elements. The "log
books" of a ship or a plane are preserved records. The transcriptions of a
radio or television program are preserved records. Each is intended to
survive for a much shorter span of
time than the Bible. Yet each, in
its own way, adds to the history of
A U G U S T , 19 57

mankind by documenting the course of
the ship or plane and the verbatim report of the radio or TV program. In
the same manner, a company's history
or "log books" are vital in establishing
various actions and courses the business
has taken through its years of experience and operation.
Need for and Nafure of a
Records Program

In addition to the historical aspect of
business records, protecting key records
vital to current needs is mandatory. To
remain a legal entity, to prove insurance claims, to substantiate claims of
customers, for protection from the entanglements of litigation, and for a
myriad of other reasons, every business
must maintain records. Records survival programs are necessary if a
company hopes to survive a physical
disaster that threatens to destroy its
records. Financial history is swelled
with reports of businesses that never
recovered from financial losses after
disaster has struck. Accounts receivable
in many instances are the only source
of sustained income when a business is
1387

not operating due to a disaster. These
are a few of the many reasons for
adequate protection of records. A records survival program provides numerous other inherent advantages in
addition to protective features. When
you develop a records survival program
you automatically develop a records
control system which enables you to
save money by more efficient use of file
equipment, storage areas, and personnel. Records control allows you to dispose of antiquated records, release file
equipment, and make one person responsible for all records. Control is
attained whether the program calls for
a centralized or decentralized location
of records.
A program for records survival is a
continuous plan of classifying, coding,
and protecting records of value. Records of values are those records necessary to preserve the memory of a
business, those used to substantiate
claims, and those needed to help maintain the business as a legal entity. The
program may be designed to protect
records from local hazards on the company premises and its adjacent areas or
it may be designed for protection
against all known hazards, including
the hazards of war. While the methods
of protection vary, depending on the
program selected, the classifications of
records to be protected remain the
same. The foundation for a records
survival program is sound records control. The term, "records control" signifies the method by which all company
1388

records are physically inventoried and
classified. It also involves appraisal to
determine retention schedules and storage by an orderly system for retiring
records as they become obsolete and
lose utility. A record control system
is dynamic rather than static. It is a
never - ending process of re- appraising
and re- evaluating new, current, and old
records. The National Records Management Council, Inc., a non -profit
research, educational, and advisory
service has done an enormous amount
of research on records and all phases
of record storage and protection systems. The following procedure for
establishing records control is based in
part on the studies resulting from the
research of the N.R.M.C. and other record consultant groups. The procedure
involves these steps:
I. Inventory — Physical count by type and
volume of all records.
2. Appraisal— Determining retention schedules of all records.
3. Destruction — Destroying records that have
outlived their utility.
4. Transfer — Transferring records to a centralized record center.
S. Classifying — Classifying records according to their usefulness for the record survival program and protection.
6. Protection — Determining methods of record protection.
Inventorying and Appraising
the Records

The inventory of all records in office
and storage areas should be accomplished by a physical count. Other inventory methods, such as the use of
questionnaires or mailing inventory
forms to departments and operating
N.A.A. BULLETIN

divisions, are time - consuming and inadequate. Before any physical inventory is started, layouts or maps must
be prepared and storage areas of records coded on the map. A list of codes
for equipment must also be prepared.
The storage area and equipment codes
will be used when the records are being
inventoried.

ventory and to establish records retention schedules for each record
classification. Retention schedules are determined by considering legal statutes,
comparable company practices, volume
of the record, costs of storing the record, and activity of the record. In
developing retention schedules, it is
necessary to show the retention period
The inventory worksheet indicates of the record in the office area and the
the name of the record, its description storage area separately. This break(such as size, color, the type of infor- down is essential to avoid unnecessary
mation carried) and the department to handling. If the record is to be dewhich the record belongs. The work- stroyed after its utility has ceased, it
sheet also shows the physical volume of may be destroyed directly in the office
the record. This volume is obtained by without shipping to a storage area for
measurement when the record is stored destruction. However, there are records
in non - standard equipment and by us- that are not necessary to keep in the
ing known volume standards when the office area when activity has begun to
record is stored in standard equipment. diminish. These may be stored in a
The date of the record and type of storage area or record center for their
equipment are important and should remaining life under the records retenbe recorded on the worksheet with the tion schedule.
other pertinent information. This information is mandatory in establishing Records Destruction, Transfer, Storage
retention schedules. The date of a recRecord destruction is accomplished
ord and its physical volume aids in with the inventory worksheet and reestablishing record retention schedules. tention schedules as a guide. The reThe type and code of equipment are tention schedule indicates records to be
important to determine how much, and destroyed —the inventory worksheets
what type of equipment will be re- indicate the area where the records are
leased for further use or disposed of located. As records are destroyed, the
due to obsolescence.
physical volume of destruction is reAfter the physical inventory has corded, while a list of equipment that
been completed, tabulations are made becomes available for use or disposal is
and a summary prepared by depart- prepared. Both functions are necessary
ments, divisions, units, or sections. A for planning and measuring the effecrecords retention committee should be tiveness of the records control program.
appointed to review the records inIn transferring records, the same
AUGUST , 1937
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method is used in destruction of records. Again, the inventory worksheet,
and retention schedule are the tools.
Retention schedules indicate records to
be transferred to a storage area or
record center and the inventory worksheet indicates where the records are
located. As records are transferred, the
physical volume of transfer is recorded,
and a list of equipment that becomes
available for use or disposal is again
prepared for the same reasons.
We have been referring to storage
areas or records centers. Many companies initiating records controls programs do not have a centralized storage
area or, if one exists, it is not economically utilized as to space and control of
records stored there. The proposed
record center should be designed to
give the most efficient use of storage
space and to facilitate reference to the
records.
In selecting a record center, the same

consideration should be given to location as is given to other departments of
the company. Do not select an area for
a record center at random or because it
is available at the time or because it
cannot be used for other purposes.
Many record center areas manage to
survive under conditions such as dampness, poor lighting, low ceilings, and
under other faulty physical conditions
which are inadvertently or intentionally
overlooked, but, obviously, these conditions do not make it an ideal record
center. Although equipment may vary,
the important principle is to make use
of the cubic content rather than the
area. Steel shelves may be used in order
to store more records per cubic foot
by taking advantage of the height. Exhibit 1 shows a related cost comparison.
The containers may vary from cardboard boxes to individual steel filing
cabinets. The selection will have to be

R E C O R D S S TO R A G E C O S T C O M P A R I S O N
Da ta .
F i v e - d r a w e r f il e c a b i n e t c o s t : $90. 00
1 0 c u b ic f e e t - c a p a c it y o f o n e f ive - d r a w e r c a b in e t
5 . 4 c a b i n e t s o r 54 c u b ic f e e t - o n e s t e e l s h e l v in g u n it o r 54 c u b ic f e e t
1
1
1
1

f iv e - d r a w e r c a b in e t c o n s u m e s 6 s q . f t . ( in c lu d in g w o r k s p a c e )
s t e e l s h e lv in g u n i t c o n s u m e s 11 sq . f . . ( I n c lu d in g w o r k s p a c e )
f iv e - d r a w e r c a b in e t - 2 0 y e a r s a m o r t i z a t i o n
s t e e l s h e lvin g u n it - 2 0 y e a r s a m o r t i z a t i o n

Re c ord s S to rage C o st s in Me ta l C a bin et s
1 F ile c a b in e t ( 5 d r a w e r ) @ $9 0. 00
$4. 50
(a m o r tiz e d 2 0 y ea r s )
6 sq . ft . f lo o r sp a ce @ $1. 15
6.90
$ 1 1. 40
S t o r a g e c o s t s o f o n e c u b ic f o o t in
f i v e - d r a w e r m e t a l c a b i n e t s , lo c a t e d
in o f f ic e a r e a , f o r o n e y e a r
$ 1. 14

R e c o r d s S t o r a ge C o s t in S t e e l S h e lv in g
1 S t e e l u n it o r c a p a c it y o f 5 4 c u b ic f t .
@ $3 6. 00 ( a m o r t i z e d 2 0 y e a r s )
$1. 80
54 c a r b o a r d c o n t a i n e r s
14. 58
11 s q . f t . f lo o r sp a ce @ $ . 8 2
9.02
25 40
S t o r a g e c o s t s o f o n e c u b ic f o o t o f
r e c o r d s i n r e c o r d s c e n t e r f o r I •ear, . 47+

Us e c u r r e n t e q u i p m e n t c o a t s a n d f l o o r a r e a c h a r g e s
A r e d u c t i o n in t h i s u n i t i c o s t i s p o s s i b l e w h e n s t o r a g e u n i t s
c o n s t r u c t e d in a r e a s n o t c o n f i n e d b y c e i l i n g l i m i t a t i o n s .

f

are

EXHIBIT 1
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made by each company. In selection of
equipment such as steel shelves or
cardboard boxes, the determining factors include cost of floor area, cost of
equipment, and the type of record to
be stored. Many companies store very
active records in their record center and
equipment which facilitates easy reference is chosen. However, if low activity records are to be stored, easy
reference is less important and this
factor determines selection of equipment. High activity records involve
high reference costs and equipment to
combat costs will prove more effective
than lower - priced equipment that prohibits reference. Conversely, since reference costs are minor, low reference
rate records should be stored in less
costly equipment. Aisle space should
be kept to a minimum. The best utility
of aisle space may be gained by determining the number of storage units
needed at the beginning of the program and allowing for future expansion. Other factors include the size of
ladders, transport equipment, and the
work area needed between units for
reference work.
When storing records in a record
center, a coding system may be developed prior to the storage operation,
so storage locations can be pre -numbered. This coding system allows for
storing records with a high rate of
activity in accessible locations and low
activity records in less accessible locations. Even numbers may represent
premium locations while odd numbers
AUGUST, 1957

may represent the lower quality areas.
Index and control cards should be used
with all pertinent data, such as name of
record, date, physical volume, description of use, color, and storage location.
The index and control cards enable a
records administrator to review all records under his control and summarize
the basic information relevant to maintaining good control and optimum
effectiveness.
Reference analysis of records is developed when the record center is established. This is a method under
which reference activity is tabulated
and a ratio developed by the number of
references to the records volume stored
in the record center. The ratio of reference to volume indicates records to be
reviewed for modification of existing
retention schedules. The analysis helps
to establish a perpetual review of record activity. There are many variations
to the analysis operation —the method
used is optional. Three forms may be
used when necessary to refer to a record. The original copy accompanies
the record. If the record leaves the
record center, one copy is filed to indicate where the record is and who has
borrowed it. One copy goes into a
follow -up file, which becomes the reference analysis copy when the record is
returned to the record center.
As records outlive their utility, according to the retention schedules, the
records administrator notifies the department to whom the record belongs.
This notice prompts the department
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manager to adjust the retention schedule, either to shorten or lengthen the
period and to justify his reasons. Or
he authorizes destruction and the program is carried through as initially
planned.
Record Classification and Protection

The records control program is now
in full operation. The classification of
records according to their value is
necessary at this point to continue planning for records survival. The classifications used are optional. Some companies use "vital ", "important ", or
"useful" as basic categories. Other
companies use the overall term "vital ".
The degree of classification breakdown
is dependent on the requirements of
the particular company. The following
is a suggested table of classification:
Vital records are records or documents which cannot be replaced
immediately after a disaster strikes
and those required by law for
continuation of the corporation as
a legal entity. The following are
examples of vital records:
Charters and franchises
Certificates of incorporation
Constitution and by -laws
Minute books
Capital stock records
Proxies
Powers of attorney
Patents, copyrights, and trade
marks
9. Engineering drawings
10. Leases, deeds and conveyances
I.
2.
3.
4.
S.
6.
7.
8.

2.
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Valuable records are records necessary to recover monies to re-

place buildings, equipment, raw
materials, work in process, finished inventories, and current assets and fixed assets. Evidence of
customer indebtedness should also
become a record as protection to
prevent or implement legal litigation. The following are examples of valuable records:
I. Accounts receivable
2. Vouchers payable
3. Fixed asset records or property
ledger
4. Contracts
5. Legal files
6. General ledger and journal entries
7. Securities records
8. Audit reports
9. Tax reports
10. Profit and loss statements
11. Balance sheets
12. Insurance policies
13. Inventory records

3. Useful records are records which
are advantageous to have but not
necessary to stay in business or
those the loss of which would not
cause a serious financial loss or be
helpful to prevent or implement
any legal litigation. They are
merely, as the classification suggests, useful. They are records of
convenience rather than of legal
or financial value.
4. Non- essential classifies records
which do not fall into the three
classifications above. In fact,
these records should be examined
to determine their utility since, in
N.A .A . B UL LET IN

fewer records than to spread expenditures over so many records that proIn classifying, each record should be tection is inadequate and undesirable.
Another method of protecting recthoroughly investigated. Consider the
statute laws of local, state, and federal ords is by taking advantage of existing
governments. Valuable sources for de- duplicate records which occur in the
termining records to be protected and process of normal business transactions.
for the length of time that protection Records held by field salesmen, branch
should exist include independent pub- office, etc. are examples of this type of
lic accountants, revenue agents, insur- protection (not identical with split -risk
ance adjusters, etc. Since a company storage). In choosing the method, conwill not have nor want to protect the sider methods of reproducing records
same records, it should not use another for split -risk storage. If microfiling is
company's records protection system as used, it creates a permanent record
a sole guide. For best results, tailor which may be unnecessary. In this case,
your system to meet your own require- the cost may be prohibitive and you
should use another reproduction method
ments.
Determine the method to be used that would be less permanent and less
for protection by analyzing the hazards expensive.
When a need exists for fire - resistant
against which you want to protect your
vaults,
file, etc. consider the cost of
records. If the records survival program is to cover all hazards, different equipment and establish whether the
methods must be used from programs equipment is flexible enough to be
including protection against limited used again if the records presently
hazards. For instance, a program to contained in the equipment become
protect records from bombing would obsolete through use, design or need.
have to consider split -risk storage. In a general fire, fire - resistant equipSplit -risk storage protects records by ment is usually very difficult to get at
storing a copy of the record in another after the fire, especially if the equiplocation, normally another geographic ment has fallen through to a basement
location. If the program is limited to and is covered with debris. Some of
protection against fire, floods, and ex- the protective features to consider in
plosion, the methods to be considered buying fire - resistive equipment are:
1. Fire Label —The number of hours
may include split -risk storage in addithe equipment will withstand
tion to fire resistant containers, vaults,
heat
of a fire.
and files. The main point to remember
is that the maximum protection should
2. Automatic Compression — Autobe given to as few records as possible.
matic compression of records
It is better to spend money protecting
tends to prevent records from
most cases, they can probably be
eliminated.
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burning if heat penetrates the insulated protection.
3. Blow Holes— Blow holes in insulated equipment allow pressure
to escape and prevent splitting
the cabinet seams. If the seams
are split, water damage as well as
fire damage takes its toll of the
records.
4. Positive Type Lock — Equipment
without positive -bar type locks
can open easily when dropped to
a pile of debris, exposing records
to the hazard.
5. Drop Test — Insulated equipment
is tested by manufacturers by
heating for a certain period of
time, then dropping the cabinet
and reheating for another period
of time. These tests do not always simulate actual conditions.
In determining the best methods or
combination of methods for records
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protection, consider all of the above
factors plus cost, time, number of records and volume of records to be protected.
Target for Better Records Management

A records survival program is necessary for the maximum protection of
records and for the most efficient means
of managing records. By- products of a
program include effective use of file
equipment, storage areas, and personnel, resulting in savings realized
through disposal of antiquated records,
release of file equipment for other purposes. Tailor your record system to
meet your company's requirements. Do
not use a "canned" program. People
do not shoot at targets because targets
exist. They put up targets to measure
the effectiveness of their shooting. In
the same manner, records administrators should set up targets for their records programs to make them more
effective.
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"Caterstothe46iliior
THE COST ACCOUNTANT
AND HIS FUTURE

Editor, N.A.A. Bulletin:
T H E C O S T A C C O U N T A N T of today, with
his breadth of outlook, imagination, curiosity, and demonstrated ability to get his
nose out of the figures occasionally and add
up people instead, could well be the controller of the future. This is of interest
since it hints at a continua tion of the trend
towards defining the controller in quite 9
different light than we have been wont to
define him. The practice in the past was
to make him first cousin to the general
accountant, the auditor, or the treasurer.
These are worthwhile positions, but they
are occupied by people who are interested
in accounting for the purpose of presentation of a fina ncial position. Tru ly, this is a
challenge worthy of the best intellects in the
accounting world, but is not the proper

province of the controller.
The controller's essential bent must be
toward the future. His must be a contribution based on free - wheeling, uninhibited
thought. This cannot be gained by chaining the mind to a meticulous grasp of the
know -how required to adequately perform
as a financial accountant. Let us then look
at tomorrow's controller as he picks up the
thread of modern controllership as he is
inheriting it today and as he brings to it
the brief heritage of a decade of modern
cost accounting.
The cost accountant is a man who has
a unique perspective. Perhaps better than
anyone else, he sees the appaling communications problem which confronts and confounds modern industry. He ha s to see it—
he battles it constantly. Not only does he
find the essential pattern of useful knowledge almost completely eclipsed, but realizes tnat such feeble light as does filter
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through is usually received with great and
diligent misunderstanding. Yet, knowing
the tremendous backlog of unsatisfied searching for k nowledge which exists in the business world today, he has had to develop a
keen awareness of the total job to be done
and carry it with him constantly. Against
this awareness, he has to weigh each of
his demands, assigning to each project only
the time it is entitled to in the light of
the total job which lies ahead.
Consider one major facet of the modern
controller's responsibilities. The assistance
he lends to the determination of what are
valid objectives for the business. Just how
does a cost ma n's tra ining fit him for this?
Planning ha s as its objective the attainment
of the best possible long range profit with
the resources at hand. It is not a matter
of who ha s the best set of hunches. Rather
it depends on who has the keenest grasp
of a ll the variables involved. The cost man
brings to a study of the economy the a nalytical and interpretive techniques he ha s developed over years of experience. With this
he can help management in a rriving a t the
vital sales forecast. Further, once a cost man
knows what his sales are likely to be, his
knowledge of costs will ena ble him to predict the profitability of plans with fair accuracy. Through his knowledge of how the
variables group themselves and how these
groupings tend to behave in response to
changes in volume, mix, efficiency and attitudes of personnel, he can keep the business continually alert as the plan unfolds.
In this light, perhaps the greatest commodity he ha s to offer is perspective. Consider that all business has one thing in
common. It is complex. Myriads of transactions, thousands of decisions, millions of
individual actions go to make up the life
of a business. Yet, if it is to succeed, a busi1595

ness must be well managed. Ma nage wha t?
Where do we begin? Ea ch morning a manager must ask himself "where can I concentrate myself today with the greatest
effectiveness? Is it the speed of my machines, the training of my people, the caliber
of my suppliers, or the feelings of my cu stomers, which I can most profitably deal
with today? Wha t is the common denominator of energy, people a nd materia ls that
will tell me this? Obviously the dollar
is —and just who is the custodian of the
dollar ?"
Unfortunately, all too often, the account.
ant does not grasp this concept. He is
busily engaged in defeating himself. Where
he finds complexity in business, not to be
outdone, he reflects or even compounds
complexity in his figures. However, he has
the chance to bring a fresh approach to
this problem, once he ha s learned to think
of the total bu siness as his proper province.
He must simplify where he finds complexity, learn how to screen the mass for
the significant thread, and find ways to
highlight it in his figures. His statements
must clearly and surely lead management to
the trouble spots, cause management to
ask a few k ey questions. He must not bury
them in a mass of answers from which no
conclusions can be extracted.
This brings us to one vital question
which remains unanswered. Wha t sort of
administrator might this cost accountant
become? Certainly he has been exposed to
the detailed workings of the business, and

BOX SCORE OF OPERATIONS
Editor, N.A.A. Bulletin.

particu larly so in terms of people and what
they are doing. W e have touched on his
perspective —and we would add one more
thought —the unusual insight he gains into
what people at all echelons think and feel,
as he becomes a sort of clearing house for
fancies as well as facts. He must perform
many jobs within an office in a small business and pass through many jobs in the
course of growing up in a large business.
Inevitably, he must train others to help
him and this brings him supervision problems and, thu s, experience of his own. His
communications problems have made him
a teacher. His backlog of unfilled demands
ha ve made him a good work organizer. In
short, he lives and moves and breathes in
an atmosphere which cannot help but provide opportunity for him to develop his
administrative talents.
If what we have been saying is true,
then it becomes necessary that each cost
accountant reading this paper cast his
thinking in the channels indicated, at least
to try them for size. If they fit, he must
develop a deeper and more precise sense
of direction. If h e is a good cost man, he
has the equipment. All that remains is for
him to turn it towards the worthy goal of
controllership. The admonition then is to be
a good cost accountant while you think,
act a nd talk a s if your future promotion to
controllership were an accomplished fact
and your future in business is assured.
A. J. HORTON

do it. Sales, production, and administration
problems require attention.

Management

needs a timely report which will show

I T I S T H E N O R M A L anticipation of every
company under vigorous management to
keep growing. As a consequence, business

quickly the areas of business operations

management is harassed with having too
mu ch to do a nd too little time in which to

presentation of operating comparisons will,
we believe, serve this pressing purpose:
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which need this attention. The following
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1956
Actual

1955
Actual

I. Net Sales

$4,200,000

$3,800,000

$3,000,000

2. No. of employees (average)
Net sales per employee
3. No. of factory employees (average)
Net sales per factory employee
4. Inventory - Average
0/ 0
of inventory per dollar sales
Sales ratio to inventory
5. Gross profit
of gross profit to sales
Gross profit per employee
6. Net sales & admin. expense
% of sales
7. Net profit before taxes
% o net profit to sales
Net profit per employee
8. Production output at cost
Per employee
Per factory employee
9. Capital employed
Per employee
Ratio of sales to capital
% of capital used for inventory
% of net profit before taxes to capital

171
$24,561
108
$38,899
$1,000,000
23.8%
4.2
$1,160,000
27.6%
$6,784
$600,000
14.3%
$360,000
8.6%
$2,105
$2,574,000
$15,000
$23,833
$2,296,000
$13,427
1.8
43.6°%
15.7°%

163
$23,313
104
$36,538
$800,000
21.1%
4.8
$1,130,000
29.7%
$6,933
$575,000
15.1
$365,000
9.9%
$2,239
$2,434,000
14,933
$23,403
$1,790,000
$10,982
2.1
44.7°%
20.4°%

130
$23,077
78
$38,462
$730,000
24.3%
4.1
$800,000
26.7%
$6,154
$495,000
16.5%
$235,000
7.8°%
$1,808
$1,936,000
$14,892
$24,821
$1,557,000
$11,977
1.9
46.9°%
15.1%

It will be noted that the 1957 forecast is
evaluated by comparison with the year just
completed and the previous year. Comparison could be made with any number of
past years of operations desired. The sa me
type of statement would be utilized to compare subsidiary operations with one another.
If competitor's operational data is available,

Beginning inventory
Purchases
Labor
Manufacturing expense
Less ending inventory
Production output
Item 9 also requires explanation. It is
intended to reveal whether a company is
using its assets hard and efficiently. W e
consider that employed capital is made up
of short -term loans, long -term loans, preferred shares, common shares and cumulated net earnings. After capital employed
is arrived at, the measured comparisons can
AUGUST, 1957

$

%

1957
Forecast

a va lua ble comparison could be made here.
The first seven items are self explanatory.
Base figures can be taken from operation
and the forecast reports and the required
calculations made. Item 8 dea ling with the
production output, requires further discussion of the formula used to arrive at this
figure at cost. It is done as follows:
1957
Forecast

1956
Actual

1955
Actual

475,000
1,586,000
267,000
437,000
2,765,000
191,000
2,574,000

402,000
1, 785,000
268,000
454,000
2,909,000
475,000
2,434,000

255,000
1,506,000
196,000
381,000
2,338,000
402,000
1,936,000

be calculated from data shown in the
schedule.
Accountants can serve their managements
well by providing a report of this sort.
The data will be a definite contribution to
proper operations of the company, thus
contributing to its ultimate growth.
VICTOR E. BUNCK
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Books
Cost Accounting and Control
Cecil M. Gillespie, Prentice -Hall, Inc., 70
Fifth Ave., New York 11, N . Y. , 1937, 824
pp., $10.60.

With appendices which present "a complete set of cost control reports" and "a
complete budget" for a manufacturing
business, this new book by a veteran writer
and teacher in accounting is directed toward the control and planning uses of cost
accounting with emphasis also upon reports as essential in achieving these objectives. The detailed topics of the sections and chapters of the text reflect the
familiar subdivisions as the writer progresses from introductory explanation to
techniques and uses of accounting.
Encyclopedia of Accounting Systems
Robert 1. Williams and Lillian Doris, Editors,
Prentice -Hall, Inc., 70 Fifth Ave., New York
11, New York, 1936, 2005 pp., Volumes I to
V, $12.50 per volume.

In these five volumes, accounting for
sixty seven industries is treated (from ad
vertising agencies to women's coats and
suits) under, in general, the following subtopics:
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Characteristics of Industry
Functional organization of enterprises
Accounting principles and objectives
Account classifications and books
Procedure peculiarities
Cost systems
Time and payroll systems
Fixed assets and depreciation records
Reports to management
Time -survey devices
Modifications for small business.
Case Studies in Records Retention
and Control
Controllership Foundation, Inc., 2 Park Ave.,
New York 1 6 , N. Y.

This book reflects company experience in
records management. The case studies in1598

dicated by the title a re thirteen in nu mber.
As grou ped, they are presented under five
industry classifications, one each for extractive, research, and insurance companies; three for public utilities and transport,
and seven for manufacturing and processing. The work is introduced by a fourteen -page "Analytical Summary."
Each
study is rather well detailed as to procedures and forms used.
Applied Automation
James R. Custer, Editor, Chilton Company,
Chestnut 6 36th Sts., Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1956, 236 pp., $6.00.

The reader will not expect to find here 3
great deal on office automation. This is a
factory treatise composed of articles previously printed in " Automative Industries ".
However, here is the industry where automation as a concept has received perhaps
most advanced application and in which
automation in new areas (such as the of
fice) has its roots.
How They Handle Their Personnel
William L. Barton, Management Publishing
Corp., 22 West Putnam Ave., Greenwich,
Conn., 1957, 196 pp., $14.75.

The substance of this volume consists of
responses to a "carefully constructed 16page questionnaire forwarded to the 129
savings banks in the State of New York
(8 6 % responded)." Hence, the employment and personnel practices reflected here
are those relating to office personnel in a
line of bu siness in which equipment is extensively used. Employee benefits receive a
good deal of a ttention.
Wage Incentives as a M anagerial
Tool
William B. Wo l f , Columbia University Press,
1960 Broadway, New York 27, New York,
1957, 143 pp., $3.50.

Not procedure but usefulness of incentives
N. A. A. B UL LE TI N

and problems arising in putting them to

Costs." This section runs for more than

work occupy attention in this volume, Part

fifty pages and includes many instances of

II of which concerns itself with "T he Im-

difficulties encountered in the operation of

pact of Wage Incentives on Ma nufacturing

particulars of plans. Subsequent sections

SELECTED ARTICLES FROM ACCOUNTING PERIODICALS
THE CONTROLLER, June 1957, (2 Park Avenue, New York 16, N. Y.) single copy
$.50.
Return on Investment as a Measurement of Management Efficiency. Harvey O.
Edson.
Operations Research for the Businessman. Clark Sloat.
Manufacturers Part Number Systems. John H. Black.
Push Button Expense Distribution. Munro Corbin.
THE FEDERAL ACCOUNTANT, June 1957, (P. O. Box 53, Washington, D. C.)
Improvement of Financial Management in the Government. Percy Rappaport.
Can Auditors Use Statistical Sampling Methods? Major General W. P. Fahrnsworth and L. N. Teitelbaum.
Accountant for Income —The Problems Arising from Certificates of Necessity.
Harold Bierman, Jr., and David Green.
Qualification Requirements —A Problem Facing Accountants in the Federal Government. Robert J. Trudel.
The Electronic Computer. Robert W . King.
JOURNAL OF ACCOUNTANCY, May 1957 (270 Madison Avenue, New York 16,
N. Y.)
Accounting for Charitable Organizations Prepared by a Committee of the Los
Angeles Chapter of the California Society of C P A's.
Financial Reorganization in the U. S. Post Office. Maurice H. Stens.
JOURNAL OF MACHINE ACCOUNTING, July 1957 (6109 Karlov, Chicago 30,
Illinois)
Junior Needs a New Suit of Clothes. Ralph W. Kindley.

SELECTED ARTICLES FROM BUSINESS PERIODICALS
AMERICAN BUSINESS, July, 1957 (4660 Ravenwood Avenue, Chicago 40, Illinois,
single copy 535)
Ford's Approach to Market Forecasting. Richard A. Garver.
OFFICE EXECUTIVE, July 1957, (132 W est Chelton Avenue, Philadelphia 44, Pennsylvania, single copy x.50)
Reports Management. John B. McMaster.
SYSTEMS AND PROCEDURES, May 1957, (4463 Penobscot Bldg., Detroit, Michigan, single copy $1.50)
Selection and Protection of Vital Records. Harold F. O'Neil.
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deal, respectively, with the "logic" of wa ge

NBER activities in 1956, and by staff re-

incentives and conclusions as to their best

ports for that year.

use.
Financial Research and the
Problems of the Day
National Bureau of Economic Research,

Labor Economics
Paul Sultan, Henry Holt & Company, 383
Madison Ave., New York 17, N. Y. , 1957,
380 pp., $'6.50.
1937,

paper bound, 101 pp., 261 Madi on Ave.,
Ne w Yo rk 1 6 , N. Y .

By no means an accounting book and
by all means of interest to everyone who is

This is both a study under the above title

concerned with labor cost, this economic

by Solomon Fabricant, NBER's Director

text centers on the growth of collective
bargaining, related legislation, and eco-

Bureau. The former occupies pages 1 to 22

..

and deals with the extent of useful in-

nomic theory in the area of wages and
employment. There is "review of the agenda
of the bargaining session, examining.
the viewpoint of organized labor, management and the public."

formation available for studying economic
trends. It is followed by description of

1600
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of Research, and the annual report of the
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